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Preface

The Second International ISCIS Symposium on Security in Computer and Information
Sciences (EuroCybersec 2021) was held in Nice, France, during October 25–26, 2021.
It was supported by the European Commission H2020 Program through the IoTAC
Research and Innovation Action, under Grant Agreement No. 952684.

The symposium was organized by the European Union’s IoTAC project and the
Institute of Theoretical and Applied Informatiocs of the Polish Academy of Sciences
(IITIS-PAN), based on an open call for papers and presentations selected by the Program
Committee.

After the oral presentations, the Program Committee then reviewed the papers
that were presented to evaluate once again their originality, scientific quality, and
technical maturity, and made a further selection resulting in the nine papers included in
these proceedings. All papers coauthored by committee members were handled in an
appropriate review process.

The key areas covered by these proceedings include the Internet of Things (IoT),
cybersecurity, IoT gateways, IoT attack detection andmitigation, the IoTmassive access
problem, adaptive routing for security, quality of service (QoS), and energy optimization
in Fog and Edge systems that support the IoT.

EuroCybersec 2021 follows up on a previous workshop held in 2018 at Imperial
College London, UK [15], as part of the sequence of International Symposia on
Computer and Information Sciences (ISCIS) that started in 1986 and have been held
over the years in Turkey, France, the USA, the UK, and Poland [2, 7–9, 14, 18–20, 37].

The ease of access to the Internet with a very high traffic yet inexpensive business
model has raised major concerns with regard to cybersecurity, since the Internet offers
low cost high volume access not only to legitimate users but also to various malicious
users. The advent of IoT has thus created even more opportunities to attack not just
virtual facilities but also cyber-physical systems [24].

Of course, various organizations, including the European Union, have published
recommendations for Internet security and privacy [12], but this has by no means
reduced the number of cyberattacks over the years. This growing insecurity in systems
and networks also results in increased energy consumption by ICT [16, 34] due to
increased traffic as well as more software that is meant to insure secure operation. These
concerns also raisemajor issues that combine performance andQoS, security, and energy
consumption [27].

As a consequence, the European Commission has increasingly supported research
projects in these fields [1], with projects such as NEMESYS on the cybersecurity of
mobile telephone systems [3, 33], SDK4ED on energy savings in dependable and secure
systems [35, 36], KONFIDO [10, 11, 31, 32] on the security of health informatics
systems, GHOST [5, 6, 26] regarding the security of IoT home gateways, and SerIoT
on the cybersecurity of IoT systems[4, 13].

The current project IoTAC [25] pursues this work and aims at securing IoT networks
by protecting IoT gateways using techniques such as Botnet detection and system wide
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vulnerability assessement [28, 29], disruptive checkpoints, and assuring efficientmassive
IoT device access to gateways [21, 23]. The topics covered by the EuroCyberSec 2021
symposium reflected the aims of the IoTAC project.

Over 20 paper presentations were submitted of which 15 were retained for the
symposium, and nine full papers were selected for these proceedings by the Program
Committee based on technical quality. One additional review paper was invited. Over
40 participants attended, with some 15 physically present and the remainder online.

The papers in these proceedings discuss aspects specifically relevant to the IoTAC
project, and also of broad interest to cybersecurity and related European Union projects,
including other research projects and some of their outcomes, such as the combined
societal and technical implications of IoT cybersecurity.

Since software is the ultimate target of cyberattacks, software vulnerability detection
methods were examined by examining the influence of the “vocabulary” used inside
programs, relating to the security by design for software systems considered in IoTAC.
Signal processing techniques applied to digital data on the internal computer data transfer
“bus” can help detect anomalies or attacks on servers, while incremental attack detection
can also be performed,with ongoing learning and detection occurring as the packet traffic
flows into a gateway [30].

The important issue of energy consumption for battery powered drone surveillance
missions, in order to optimize actions within a mission and maximize mission duration,
is of great importance in both civilian and military applications, and is also relevant to
one of the IoTAC use cases involving Airbus industries.

The authentication of IoT devices by hardware and software means with a hybrid
approach connects us to the SETIT project, also funded by the European Commission.
Secure authentication schemes are also discussed, as well as fast adaptive routing-based
methods aimed at reducing energy consumption while improving both performance and
system security at the Edge [22].

IoT also has a massive access problem when a large number of IoT devices access
a gateway frequently or periodically, which can be addresed by novel traffic shaping
techniques [17].

We hope that you find these papers interesting and fruitful for your own research.

Erol Gelenbe
Marija Jankovic

Dionysios Kehagias
Anna Marton

Andras Vilmos
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AI and Quality of Service Driven Attack
Detection, Mitigation and Energy

Optimization: A Review of Some EU
Project Results

Mehmet Ufuk Çag̃layan(B)

Department of Computer Engineering, Yaşar University, Bornova, Izmir, Turkey

ufuk.caglayan@yasar.edu.tr

Abstract. This article summarizes briefly the contributions presented
in this EuroCyberSecurity Workshop 2021 which is organized as part
of the series of International Symposia on Computer and Information
Sciences (ISCIS), with the support of the European Commission funded
IoTAC Project, that was held on November and in NIce, France, and
sponsored by the Institute of Teoretical and Applied Informatics of the
Polish Academy of Sciences. It also summarizes some of the research con-
tributions of several EU Projects including NEMESYS, GHOST, KON-
FIDO, SDK4ED and IoTAC, primarily with a cybersecurity and Machine
Learning orientation. Thus subjects covered include the cybersecurity of
Mobile Networks and of the Internet of Things (IoT), the design of IoT
Gateways and their performance, the security of networked health sys-
tems that provide health services to individuals across the EU Member
states, as well as the issues of energy consumption by ICT which are
becoming increasingly important, including in the cybersecurity perspec-
tive, as we focus increasingly on climate change and the needed transition
towards highly reduced emissions. Many of the techniques and results dis-
cussed in this article are based either on Machine Learning (ML) meth-
ods, or on methods for the performance modeling and optimization of
networked and distributed computer systems.

Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT) · Cybersecurity · Secure mobile
networks · IoT gateways · Secure health informatics · Attack
detection · IoT massive access problem · Attack mitigation · Adaptive
routing · ICT energy optimization

1 Introduction

The International Symposia on Computer and Information Sciences (ISCIS) were
started in 1986 in Turkey by Erol Gelenbe, and held in Turkey, France, the USA,
the UK, and Poland with proceedings [4,14–16,38,57,58,60,112] including a wide
range of topics published by Springer.

c© The Author(s) 2022
E. Gelenbe et al. (Eds.): EuroCybersec 2021, CCIS 1596, pp. 1–12, 2022.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-09357-9_1

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1007/978-3-031-09357-9_1&domain=pdf
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-4653-0790
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-09357-9_1
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This ISCIS CyberSecurity 2021 Symposium that was held in Nice, France,
as part of this series, specializes for the second time on Cybersecurity follow-
ing a previous event [45], which is my main research interest [6,21,90]. Indeed,
Cybersecurity is at the forefront of serious technical issues in Computer Science
as we transition to highly inter-dependent cyber-physical systems [76], and the
European Union published its recommendation for security and privacy [22].
Furthermore, insecurity in systems and networks and the techniques that are
used to defend our systems, are also increasing energy consumption in com-
puter systems and network and their CO2 impact, and the costs of operating
them [27,46,86]. Hence energy consumption in mobile network has also received
attention [3,42].

Thus the European Commission funded research projects in this field have
significantly increased [1] over recent years and this introduction summarizes
related research undertaken throughout Europe and includes five recent EC
funded projects:

– NEMESYS on the cybersecurity of mobile telephone system [5,52,53,82,101],
– The project SDK4ED that mainly focused on energy savings [87,103] but also

considered issues of Cybersecurity and Reliability [109].
– KONFIDO [17,18,96,97] on the security of communications and data trans-

fers for interconnected European national or regional health services,
– GHOST [8,11] regarding the security of IoT systems for the home, and the

design of secure IoT home gateways,
– SerIoT on the Cybersecurity of IoT systems [7,31] with a range of applications

in supply chains, smart cities, smart manufacturing, and other areas.
– IoTAC, which aims at securing IoT networks by strengthening the protec-

tion of gateways using novel techniques such as Botnet detection, system
wide vulnerability assessment [93,94], disruptive checkpoints, and assuring
the optimization of the massive access to IoT gateways [67,75].

It also discusses some results from the SDK4ED project concerning the energy
efficient handling of system reliability issues through checkpointing [107,108].

2 Improving the Security of Mobile Telephony

Cybersecurity of mobile telephony is a fundamental societal issue. The related
problems are exacerbate by the fact that most mobile phones offer opportunistic
connections [84,85] to WIFI and other wireless networks which are not part of
the mobile operators’ core infrastructure. This creates vulnerabilities that need
to be monitored on the mobile device itself, which is the motivation for the work
in [26,81].

On the other hand, the work described in [2,102], concerns a form of Dis-
tributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks on the signalling plane of the core
mobile network which are caused by malicious software which is deposited in
the mobile devices. Related work conducted within the EU NEMESYS project
[41,43,83] using queueing theoretic methods [25,34].
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Early work on DDoS Attacks [65] had proposed self-aware networks and the
Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) [39,77,80] to detect and counter-attack against
DDoS, by identifying sources of attacks by following upstream the attacking traf-
fic, using CPN’s ACK packets to “drop” attacking traffic at upstream routers
[65,100]. It was also applied to mitigate worm attacks and to deviate user traffic
so as to avoid insecure nodes [37,104,105]. Related issues include the manage-
ment of keys [114,115], and the study and mitigation of signalling storms in
mobile telephony [26,102].

3 Security of the Trans-European Health Informatics
Network

Large numbers of travellers from one European country to another sometimes
need to access health services in the country they are visiting. These health
services are typically based on a national model, or a regional model inside a
given country such as Italy. Thus the KONFIDO project addressed the important
issue of providing a secure support to European health systems.

The corresponding informatics systems, with their patient data bases are
also nationally or regionally based, so that when the medical practitioner in one
country or region is required to diagnose and treat a visitor from some other
region or country, she/he will need to access the patient’s data remotely. KON-
FIDO’s aim is to improve the cybersecurity of such systems, while improving
also their inter-operability across countries and regions in Europe.

Thus the work in [111] presents an overall view and challenges of the project,
while in [98] the authors present an analysis of the corresponding user require-
ments. Such systems have obvious performance optimization issues which are
discussed in [72]. Keeping track of the transactions in such a system through
blockchains is suggested in [9].

4 Contributions to the Security of the IoT

To exploit the value that the IoT generated provides requires the protection of
privacy and in many cases data will have to be rendered strongly anonymous. It
will also require specific security not just for the IoT devices and networks, but
also for the IoT data repositories in the Cloud and their access networks. These
aspects are complicated by the simplicity of many IoT devices which cannot
be integrated in complex distributed communication infrastructures that would
require communications to be synchronized or schedules [10,74].

Thus in [11] an overview of the principles and achievements of the GHOST
project are presented, which started in May of 2017 and which ran for three years.
The project addressed safe-guarding home IoT environments through appropri-
ate software that can be installed on home IoT gateways, and it also creates a
prototype and test-bed using specific equipment from the TELEVES company.

Related to this project, machine learning methods were developed for the
detection of network attacks on IoT gateways [8] based on Deep Learning
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[78,79,106] with the Random Neural Network [32,33,35,54] and its extensions
[89]. Related to the GHOST project, other recent work discusses the effect and
mitigation of attacks on the batteries which supply the power of many light-
weight IoT network nodes [55].

The SerIoT project that was started in 2018 [19] also produced valuable
results [48]. Its technical scope included SerCPN [29,30], a specific secure net-
work [49] for managing geographically distributed IoT devices and services using
the principles of the Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) tested in several exper-
iments [28,59,61,62,64]. CPN uses “Smart” Packets (SPs) to search for paths
and measure QoS while the network is in operation, via Reinforcement Learning
using a Random Neural Network, and based on the QoS Goal pursued by the
end user. When an SP reaches its destination, its measurements are returned
by an ACK packet to the intermediate nodes of the path that was identified by
the SP, and to the end user, providing the QoS offered by the path that the SP
travelled. Source nodes receive ACKs and take the decision to switch to the path
that offers the best security or quality of service [50,51,56,63].

Extensions with a genetic algorithm [36] was also tested [92]. An interesting
development in SerIoT combines energy aware routing [40,66] and security, and
admission control [73]. Adaptive techniques for wireless IoT traffic to achieve bet-
ter QoS are also found in [68–70,99] and summarized in [20,91], while the RNN
with adaptive approaches was shown to offer opportunities for massive video
compression [12,13], as well as for managing Cloud servers [113]. Such adaptive
techniques that support the interaction between security metrics, performance
and energy consumption were also discussed in a paper in this volume [71].

The subsequent IoTAC project has lead to incremental techniques for learn-
ing from user traffic and then testing for an attack as described in [95]. In IoTAC,
there was also substantial work on dealing with severe performance issues due to
the large flows of IoT packets towards gateways from thousands of IoT devices,
so that the resulting Massive Access Problem (MAP) has to be mitigated with
novel traffic shaping techniques [47].

5 Conclusions

The existence of frequent and effective cyberattacks on public networks and infor-
mation technology infrastructures motivates education and research on Cyber-
security. The field that started with the need to encrypt data and create secure
systems through strong means for security such as passwords, authentication
schemes, firewalls and cryptographic keys, has now substantially evolved towards
the detection and mitigation of cyberattacks. In addition issues with respect to
software’s own specific vulnerabilities [23] and the need to detect and mitigate
such properties has also become important [23,24,44,88,109,110].

Indeed, we now realize that hoping to use static means of defence in Cyber-
security is largely ineffective unless it is accompanied by real-time techniques
that rapidly react to possible malicious actions or attempts to attack a system.

Thus the field of Cybersecurity research has now entered a far broader phase
with much more substantial activity. Its support through several European Union
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research programs demonstrates a new level of maturity that attempts to attain
higher levels of performance and effectiveness through self-adaptation and system
reconfiguration.
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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to show the need for a comprehensive approach
to studying cybersecurity in order to get a focus on both, technological factors and
the human aspect in development a user level of IoT Reference Architecture. The
author presents amethodology for researching the capacity of users tomanage their
digital identity and operate in a safe and secure cyber-physical environment. For
this purpose, an approach is proposed, that is based on a defined survey research
targeting personnel and individual users operating in cyber-physical environment.
Based on the analysed survey results and formed observations, the paper suggests
solutions for improving the competences of users in cyberspace and increase their
cyber awareness. As a practical implementation of the proposed methodology, the
author presents a developed Cyber Awareness platform. Its main purpose is to
provide information and resources on cybersecurity and IoT security, and to be
the main point of knowledge access. The portal also provides opportunities to test
users’ cyber knowledge, participate in public survey related to cyber topics, share
and exchange information, opinions and useful practices on cyber incidents and
cyber knowledge.

Keywords: Cybersecurity · Human factor · IoT · Awareness · Survey

1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The rise of the Internet of Things (IoT) presents new opportunities for organizations
to develop new technologies that will enable them to better manage their business and
operations, create new products, improve daily work operations etc. However, imple-
menting these new solutions can also lead to security issues. Even though there are a lot
of studies related to Information Security, the research community seems to be little or
no interested in the relationship between human factors and breaches.

There are broad range of issues related to European Cybersecurity and national
experiences in the research in cybersecurity domain. A proper solution to respond to
the complex phenomenon of cybersecurity is to implement human-centric approach in
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system designs. Among the important topics is human factor (HF), as an object of vul-
nerability and cyber-attacks. This means that an important aspect in implementing the
security by design approach are the cybersecurity aspects related to privacy by design
[2] such as testing vulnerability of organization’s cybersecurity of social engineering
attacks, modelling HF in cybersecurity, developing HF Framework for cyber vulnerabil-
ities investigations, as well as addressing the significance of cognitive user profiles for
improving usability of computer system interface and others. These issues are relevant
to the highest level of IoT Reference Architecture. Because the goal of the architecture
is to improve security in IoT systems, therefore the human factor plays a role in adding
security at the software application level as part of the user interfaces of the user domain.

Several studies have proved that half of data security breaches are caused by errors
due to activities of ordinary users [1]. This contradicts the notion that hackers are the ones
behind most breaches. Another key observation, from the study, is that human mistakes
lead to more incidents than malicious actions do. That is why the attention should be
focused on human factor activities. Moreover, in the current COVID-pandemic situation
many users prefer working by the so-called “Work From Home” model. It requires
more detailed research for cybersecurity in order to enhance user’s cyber awareness and
competence. According to ISACA’s Covid-19 Study, about 90% of participants believe
that an abrupt transition from the place ofwork to so called “home office”way ofworking
would increase the risk for data privacy and cause problems [8].

A key aspect of the human factor is related to identity management, which is an
important element of a cybersecurity system within organizations. With regard to the
management of digital identity, key issues are security and privacy. As digital identity has
become an increasingly popular attack vector and identity theft is widespread on theweb,
measures to identify and validate digital identities are crucial for network management
and security in the public and private sectors.

1.2 Digital Identity as Object of Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities

Identity is the link that connects individuals to their community. It is a link between
the individuals and the world in which they live. According to the APA1 dictionary of
Psychology [3], identity is “an individual’s sense of self defined by (a) a set of physical,
psychological, and interpersonal characteristics that is not wholly shared with any other
person and (b) a range of affiliations (e.g., ethnicity) and social roles. Identity involves
a sense of continuity, or the feeling that one is the same person today that one was
yesterday or last year (despite physical or other changes). Such a sense is derived from
one’s body sensations; one’s body image; and the feeling that one’s memories, goals,
values, expectations, and beliefs belong to the self. Also called personal identity.”

The advent of digital technologies, the internet and social media have made possible
the shift of the identity paradigm into a digital (cyber) context. Themanagement of digital
identity has many facets - technical, economic, social and cultural – and therefore it is
complex to understand it and address it as a universal concept. Nevertheless, digital
identity is essential for the further development of the Digital and Global Economy
[7]. Many initiatives have been set to explore the necessity of unique digital identity

1 American Psychological Association.
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and it’s adoption on a global scale. For example, The United Nations (UN) and World
Bank ID4D initiatives aim to provide everyone on the planet with a legal identity by
2030. At the ID2020 summit in May 2016 in New York, the UN initiated discussions
around digital identity, blockchain, cryptographic technologies, and its benefits for the
underprivileged. During the summit, 400 experts shared best practices and ideas on how
to provide universal identity to all.

The problem that exists is that in today’s digital world it is a challenge to determine
exactly what data such as type, quantity and quality are available in cyberspace. There is
a huge amount of personal data on the Internet that is a “digital imprint” of a person and
is linked to a “digital identity”. Therefore, a key aspect of cyber security is the human
factor.

As an open system, man communicates through the information environment and
social networks. Through the physical environment the digital devices may turn into
a means of striking, using its output to the person to broadcast massive amount of
information or interfere with his everyday operations.

In addition, as a major challenge in IoT smart home infrastructure, is the security of
devices. The main problem comes from the heterogeneous nature of IoT networks and
large number of devices that differ on many criteria: the communication protocols that
they use and data protocols [9]. Therefore, the security implementation will vary from
device to device andfinding a uniform solution is almost impossible [10]. Smart solutions
contain a large amount of confidential data (e.g. personal photos, videos, microphones).

The notion of human factor within cyber-physical systems leads to one main
observation in regard to user awareness within such systems.

In order to reach the above-mentioned aim of this paper, the issue has been explored,
from a user’s point of view, by applying a survey research methodology. It gave an
opportunity to select key research indicators, related to cyber awareness and digital
identity. They were explored and analysed, and then the evaluation criteria were defined.
The study is aimed to help users get certain skills when they operate in the cyberspace.
The survey was conducted and its results were compiled and examined. These results
are used for the development of solutions that would enhance users’ cyber awareness,
digital competences and help them maintain high level cyberhygiene.

Based on the survey results, a human-centric perspective for a practical solution is
applied by the development of a virtual online space - a website “Cyberawareness”.
It provides opportunities for active communication between users. They could submit
information to the platform, as well as receive information from it. The virtual space
of the platform has several functionalities. On one hand, it offers a tool for researching
skills and behaviour of citizens, verifying their competencies in cyber awareness, and
helps them manage their digital identity. On the other hand, it provides cyber awareness
resources, access to various free cybersecurity verification tools, information resources,
useful information and contacts, opportunities for sharing information related to cyber
incidents, etc.

In this way, the platform could strengthen information sharing and improve cyberse-
curity competence of the workforce and citizens, especially in the sphere of the cyberse-
curity continuous education and the related services. According toACMstudy group and
the NICE framework (NIST Special Publication 800-181. Title. National Initiative for
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Cybersecurity Education) it is necessary to pay attention on topics in the curricula like
Organizational security (Security Operation and Personal Security), anonymizing data,
Social Security (Customer service and technical support), Component Security (Procure-
ment), Connection Security (Physical Interface and Connectors) due to the expansion
of IoT-connected devices. It could be mentioned that the areas of utmost importance,
like privacy by design, appeared to be present in less than 30% of the educational pro-
grammes. In addition, cybersecurity programmes in education should recognize the role
of the human-centric factors, which provide basis to incorporate technology, software,
organizational processes and users, and to study this as socio-technical and psychology
system [4].

2 Approach for Improving Cyber Awareness Users When Working
in Cyberspace and with IoT Devices’ Interface

2.1 Research Method

The research method is based on the evaluation through analysis of collected data. The
datawhich is collected provides information about the users, their occupation, experience
and level of excellence. For the purpose of this study, the survey method was selected
as the most appropriate one.

The survey examines and analyses the opinion of a wide range of participants
that work in public and administrative structures. It provides an objective overview
of the needs and potential areas for improvement in the organization of information
infrastructures in those structures, as well as using IoT software applications.

The preparation of the survey is related to the following technology for work:

• Studying the general theory and technology of organizing and creating a survey;
• Exploring the possibilities for creating questionnaires or online formswith the relevant
topics;

• Selection of indicators and definition of criteria for assessment of information needs;
• Development of a questionnaire;
• Organizing and conducting the survey;
• Processing and analysis of the results of the survey;
• Synthesis of the results, development of conclusions, recommendations and lessons
for the users, administrators and developers;

• Applying the results of the survey to improve information security, defining them as
information resources within the package of capabilities they need to implement.

Indicators for the Formation of the Criteria. As part of information security, indica-
tors for the formation of criteria for cyber awareness assessment are related to capability
building, as follows:

• Application of service-oriented architecture;
• Capability building for monitoring, detection and recognition of cyber threats in the
IoT ecosystem environment;
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• Capability building to ensure effective processing and sharing of information related
to cyber incidents and threats.

• Personally Identifiable Information and Identity Management.

The needs for information security and services of the systems are planned and
built-in accordance with their taxonomic grouping. It is a part of the comprehensive
service-oriented, security by design and privacy by design approaches. The taxonomy
is a hierarchical model consisting of a certain layer of services, including information
security services.

Also, the capacity building for monitoring cyberspace is related to sharing data in
real time through a subsystem for cyber incident detection.

In order to manage increased cyber risks and to improve cyber awareness, it is
essential for users to counter detected threats, as well as to be capable and adaptable
to neutralize new cyber threats generated by some innovative information technologies
and especially those connected to IoT infrastructure and Personal Area Networks.

Evaluation Criteria. The definition of evaluation criteria is based on analysis of the
proposed indicators for information security. It can be concluded that the basis for
building the information environment should be a service-oriented architecture. That
is why the evaluation criteria can be:

• applying a comprehensive service-oriented approach to build up information security;
• capability building for effective information sharing and processing among different
organizational units;

• providing abilities to work in a group environment;
• getting specific abilities in order to observe, detect and recognize the environment in
cyberspace in real time;

• assessment of the threat and risk level in regard to identity theft.

The set of indicators and defined criteria for evaluation of cyber awareness and infor-
mation security are the basis that forms resources necessary to guarantee information
security when users work in cyberspace.

A variant of such a consistent method for cyber awareness research, identity man-
agement, and proposing solution in order to enhance user competencies regarding
cyberspace could be successfully applied, both at the national level for one country
and in EU Cybersecurity Domain, as well.

The surveywas conducted online between several different user groups. The “Forms”
applications of the Microsoft Teams and Google Forms platforms have been used as
implementation technology.

The analysis of the results of the survey is used in the development of a solution to
increase cyber awareness.

3 Results of the Study

Given the dynamic state of information security vulnerabilities and the volume and
complexity of existing threats, public organizations face a huge challenge defining and
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understanding human-related threats and risks. To help understand these challenges,
cybersecurity experts and cyber users in public organizations from various institutions
were interviewed through a survey. Based on the results of the survey, the key questions
that all the users face are related to the lack of information about type of vulnerabilities,
risk assessment, risk awareness, access to right information and support.

Interviews with the following three types of experts were conducted:

• users (of IoT)
• public sector workforce
• cyber security specialists and developers

Thirty-eight (38) people took part in the survey at the user level respondents. In
the second survey, forty-three (43) respondents were interviewed, of which information
security specialists were fifteen (15). Along with the specific answers to the questions,
concrete proposals weremade. Themain one identified the need to provide opportunities
for cyber awareness. These are opportunities to improve competencies of public sector
users when working in cyberspace.

Some key observations are identified as follows:

• More than 50% of participants underwent security training within their organizations
• 78% of respondents say that in the corporations where they work there are established
security policies. In a very small part of them these rules are related only to certain
activities. Here the role of the leadership is positive and obvious.

• 72% of the respondents would accept when working in cyberspace to comply with the
recommendations by observing their own user, monitor their device, knowing their
correspondents, use virtual cards for your payments and more. However, 27% would
not comply with such recommendations. Although a small percentage of dissenters,
yet in a public administrative structure, such percentage is unacceptable.

• Over 60% of employees would like to be involved in training on the implementation of
software capabilities to protect information and networks and especially IoT devices.
The training can be done by external training structures, but also by the cyber security
specialists.

• The results of the recommendations concern the exclusive administrator on informa-
tion security. Highly recommended are end-user protection and awareness systems.
They recommend having analysis systems in the information infrastructure, incident
monitoring and reporting IoT vulnerabilities.

• More than 50% of the participants recommend the information infrastructure to have
cyber threat systems and indicators, along with incident analysis, monitoring and
reporting systems.

• More than 50% of the breakthroughs in the networks of corporate structures are due
to the human factor of the organization itself and about 30% are caused by external
factors and resources. This presupposes prevention in the work of the management
with the users in the electronic environment and daily control over the users and
the administrators in the IoT infrastructure. These conclusions also apply to network
administrators for daily work with employees.
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Based on the analysis of the results of the survey the following recommendations
could be made towards the work of the users, managers and network and security
administrators within public organizations.

Regarding Users and Managers in Institutions. The above data gathered from this
group shows that justified cybersecurity concerns are present. This requires the lead-
ership of institutions to develop measures and recommendations for safe work of their
employees in the digital environment and enhance their cyber awareness.

• About cyber awareness level analysis – public sector organizations should create and
use a cybersecurity policy during crises.

• About data analysis, smaller sized organizations with lower budgets and less
employees are less prepared and less aware of cybersecurity risks. Therefore, more
cybersecurity awareness is need.

Organizationalmeasures are needed, including those related to identitymanagement,
such as:

Employees need to know that each account matches exactly a particular user and
everyone must act responsibly and protect their data. Username information and pass-
words should not be provided of third parties, as well as in various digital platforms and
social media. In case of suspicions about profile theft or compromised account, notify
immediately the security administrator in the institution.

Password compromising is one of the main reasons for most cybercrime incidents.
Quality management of passwords assume that each account is secured with a unique
one access password. Passwords must be sufficient at the same time long and complex
enough to be composed of different characters and symbols. Passwords should include
words, names or anything that is easy to associate with their owners.

Improper password management can lead to significant risks of theft and irreversible
loss of information, leakage of sensitive data, and breakthrough in information systems.

Passwords are strictly personal and on no occasion and under no circumstances
should not be shared - be it sent by e-mail, recorded on paper, communicated by tele-
phone, fax or other insecure or easy to read format or channel, and under no circum-
stances should be entered in electronic surveys. Passwords must not be saved in a file
on a workstation, server, or mobile device in unencrypted view.

Compliance with security policies by users will ensure a relatively safe working
environment in cyberspace. Administrators must also commit to compliance with net-
work and security policies, as well as the management of the institution’s information
infrastructure.

Since the vision of IoT is to connect asmany smart devices as possible, it is important
that IoT users have all data available and at all times. However, data is not the only
component used in IoT. Devices and services must also be available in a timely manner
when needed to achieve IoT expectations. Denial of service (DDoS) attack is an example
of affecting resource availability.

Information systems and services that we use are becoming safer and “more secure”
to hack, but in fact people remain the weakest part of the cybersecurity system. Their
mistakes can compromise the whole system. Therefore, it is important how to promote
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cyber hygiene and consumer behaviour through cyber awareness, education and training
which corresponds to advances in psychology, state of the art technologies and security.

The human factor vulnerability is a major target of social engineering attacks, which
completely circumvent all technical protection measures taken. Social engineering is
method for unauthorized acquisition of information resources and/or user rights without
the use of technical means. Social engineering uses mainly psychological methods,
namely a person’s tendency to trust. Social attacks engineering take place on two levels:

• Physical level are offices, telephones, trashcans, business mail.
• The social engineer can simply enter the workplace, posing as a maintenance person,
and to get a custom username and password.

This psychological approach uses well-established methods for persuasion: present-
ing to someone else, conformism, reference to authoritative figure, distraction or just
friendly attitude. The most common and easy way to get a third party with username and
password is by receiving it directly from the user through various methods of persua-
sion, deception, involuntary sharing, misleading in order to achieve financial benefits,
etc. Social engineering is the preferred method to launch an attack on a system because
in case of carelessness on the part of the user the attacker can easily obtain the necessary
information.

The human factor is in conjunction with the implementation of security policies.
It is important to note the need for the rules for security policies of IoT infrastructure
devices to be developed according to the participants in the overall IoT ecosystem. They
could be summarized as security policies for developers and service providers (in the
processes of infrastructure development, implementation and integration), as well as
security policies for end users of IoT devices and applications [5, 6]. Security is not
only about technology, but also about the people. That is why it should be accepted that
the human factor in cybersecurity cannot be ignored. Therefore, it is necessary to take
actions and care of people, such as: education - to make users aware; establishing proper
security policies; to constantly study one’s own mistakes and weaknesses.

Developing the Project Portal “Cyber Awareness”. In line with the observations
based on survey results, the author presents a methodology for enhancing the knowledge
of users to work in a secure environment and to refine and improve their cyber awareness
and IoT security skills. As a practical implementation of the proposed methodology, the
author presents a developed Cyber Awareness portal. Its main purpose is to provide
information and resources on cybersecurity and IoT security, and to be the main point of
knowledge access. The portal also provides opportunities to test your cyber knowledge,
participate in public survey related to cyber topics, share and exchange information,
opinions and useful practices on cyber incidents and knowledge.

4 Conclusion

IoT technologies became everyday commodities, peculating both our social and work
environments. The complexity, variety, and frequency of cyber incidents have increased
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significantly over the last decade. Understanding cybersecurity risk requires a certain
level of discipline and cautious mentality, which requires increasing cyber awareness
levels among regular users of IoT.

The developed portal is a good practice which can be further improved in a collabo-
rative platform that enables regular editing and enrichment of the content with additional
up-to-date information, setting up a forum and discussion structure, as well as adding
tools. The proposed approach for improving cyber awareness of people has an inter-
disciplinary effect, as it could be successfully applied in other cyber domains. Human
vulnerabilities need to be identified and managed before they lead to an actual security
breach. For that reason, we need a common research perspective to study cybersecu-
rity that focuses on the interaction of technology and software development, concepts
and architectures, organizational processes improvement and human performance. This
means to apply a human–centred approach, which provides a comprehensive foundation
to analyse cybersecurity as a socio-technical system that cover diverse aspects such as
psychological, cultural, technology and software development.
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Abstract. Software security is a critical consideration for software
development companies that want to provide their customers with high-
quality and dependable software. The automated detection of software
vulnerabilities is a critical aspect in software security. Vulnerability pre-
diction is a mechanism that enables the detection and mitigation of soft-
ware vulnerabilities early enough in the development cycle. Recently the
scientific community has dedicated a lot of effort on the design of Deep
learning models based on text mining techniques. Initially, Bag-of-Words
was the most promising method but recently more complex models have
been proposed focusing on the sequences of instructions in the source
code. Recent research endeavors have started utilizing word embedding
vectors, which are widely used in text classification tasks like semantic
analysis, for representing the words (i.e., code instructions) in vector for-
mat. These vectors could be trained either jointly with the other layers
of the neural network, or they can be pre-trained using popular algo-
rithms like word2vec and fast-text. In this paper, we empirically examine
whether the utilization of word embedding vectors that are pre-trained
separately from the vulnerability predictor could lead to more accurate
vulnerability prediction models. For the purposes of the present study,
a popular vulnerability dataset maintained by NIST was utilized. The
results of the analysis suggest that pre-training the embedding vectors
separately from the neural network leads to better vulnerability predic-
tors with respect to their effectiveness and performance.

Keywords: Software security · Vulnerability prediction · Deep
learning · Natural language processing · Word embedding vectors

1 Introduction

Vulnerability Prediction (VP) techniques aim to identify the software compo-
nents that are more likely to contain vulnerabilities. Vulnerability prediction
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models (VPMs) are typically built using machine learning (ML) techniques that
use software attributes as input to differentiate between vulnerable and clean (or
neutral) software components. Several VPMs have been proposed over the years,
each of which uses different software factors as inputs to predict the presence
of vulnerable components [1]. Text mining-based techniques have been found
to be the most reliable, according to the bibliography [2] and have attracted
the most of the recent research interest [3–10]. The first attempts in the field
of vulnerability prediction using text mining, have focused on the concept of
Bag-of-Words (BoW) as a method for predicting software vulnerabilities using
the text terms and their respective appearance frequencies in the source code.
Recently, researchers have shifted their focus from simple BoW to more com-
plex approaches, investigating whether more complex textual patterns in the
source code could lead to more accurate vulnerability prediction. In particular,
the authors in [4,5,8] transformed the source code into sequences of word tokens
and trained deep neural networks capable of learning sequences of data

When using sequences of tokens to identify software components with vul-
nerabilities, vulnerability prediction has a lot in common with text classification
tasks such as sentiment analysis [11]. The word embedding vectors are com-
monly used in the field of text classification. Word embedding is a term used to
describe the representation of words for text analysis, typically in the form of
a real-valued vector that encodes the meaning of the word in such a way that
words that are close in the vector space are expected to have similar meanings.
Most of the studies about VP make use of the word embeddings [4–6,12].

Tokens can be embedded into vectors in a variety of ways. One option is to
use an embedding layer that is jointly trained with the vulnerability prediction
task [13]. Another method is to use an external word embedding tool, such as
word2vec [14], to generate vector representations of each token. One can also use
the vectors that are already generated from these tools (e.g. word2vec, Glove [15],
Fast-text [16]) based on natural language documents of billions of words. Finally,
there is also the option to produce custom embedding representations.

The purpose of this study is to emerge the worth of the sophisticated embed-
ding algorithms (e.g., word2vec, fast-text) in text mining-based vulnerability
prediction showing their contribution to the effectiveness and the efficiency of
the VPMs and to compare them with the use of a trainable embedding layer that
updates its values during the training of the VP classifier. A dataset has been
collected and an experimental analysis has been conducted by comparing the
use of a simple embedding layer with the utilization of word2vec and fast-text
algorithms. We also compare the word2vec and fast-text algorithms with each
other. Finally, we compare our best model with a state-of-the-art model.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work regarding the utilization of word embeddings in the field of vulnerability
prediction. Section 3 provides the theoretical background in order to familiarize
the reader with the main concepts of the present work. Section 4 discusses the
methodology that we followed, while Sect. 5 presents the results of our analysis.
Finally, Sect. 6 wraps up the paper and discusses future research directions.
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2 Related Work

Vulnerability prediction using text mining is very popular and has demonstrated
promising results in the related literature [2,4,9,10]. Initial research endeav-
ors focused on the concept of BoW (i.e., occurrences of tokens) [2,9]. Recent
attempts focus on predicting the existence of vulnerabilities through learning
more complex patterns from the source code. They consider the software com-
ponents as sequences of tokens and train deep learning models capable of learning
sequences, such as the Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [4,5]. The challeng-
ing part of these recent studies is to add syntactic and semantic meaning to
the sequences of code tokens. Word embeddings are one of the most promising
solutions.

The word embedding vectors have evolved into an integral part of the text
classification tasks since Mikolov et al. [17] proposed two architectures for learn-
ing distributed representations of words. The authors in [18], conducted a com-
parative study between different ML algorithms including fast-text, Glove and
word2vec, while in [19] a deep learning method is proposed utilizing the semantic
knowledge provided by the word embeddings.

Word embeddings have already been used in the field of text mining-based
vulnerability prediction. Dam et al. [8] mapped every code token with an index
of their vocabulary and then they constructed an embedding matrix which con-
tained a unique vector representation for every token of the vocabulary in the
position that corresponds to the vocabulary index. In other words, the embed-
ding matrix worked as a look-up table.

The authors in [5,6] used the word2vec tool to generate embedding vectors
for their vocabulary, while Zhou et al. [4] used the pre-trained word2vec vectors.
Russel et al. in [12] created a vulnerability detection tool based on deep learning
and capable of interpreting lexical source code. They conducted a compara-
tive study between simple source code embedding using Bag-of-Words and more
advanced code representations learned automatically by deep learning models
inside the embedding layer. Fang et al. [20] proposed the fastEmbed model which
is an extension of the fast-text algorithm. This way they developed a model for
predicting the exploitability of software vulnerabilities on imbalanced datasets
by understanding key features of vulnerability-related text.

To this end, it is quite clear that a lot of studies make use of word embed-
ding vectors as a representative format for the source code’s tokens (i.e., words).
There are papers that refer the use of simple vector representations just in order
to replace the text features [8], other papers that use the BoW methodology to
represent the text in the source code [9], other studies that utilize the pre-trained
embedding vectors produced by the pre-trained word2vec model [4], but most
of them choose to encode the code tokens into embedding vectors trained on
their own data [5,6]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no study
examining the difference between the internal embeddings that are trained in
the embedding layer together with the classifier, and the external embeddings
that are trained alone prior to the model’s training. The former are part of the
supervised learning of the model and update their weights through the Back-
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propagation process [21], while the latter are trained once, using an advanced
unsupervised algorithm, and then they can be saved for future use. Moreover,
there is a need for an experimental analysis examining the improvement in terms
of accuracy and performance that these word embeddings provide to the DL-
based vulnerability predictors. In the present work, we attempt to address these
open issues through an empirical analysis on a popular dataset. Furthermore,
the present paper includes a comparison between two popular types of word
embedding tools (i.e., word2vec, fast-text) as well as a comparison with a state-
of-the-art BoW model.

3 Theoretical Background

3.1 Vulnerability Prediction Based on Text-Mining

Vulnerability Prediction purpose is to identify software hotspots that are more
likely to contain software vulnerabilities. These hotspots are actually parts of the
source code that require more attention by the software developers and engineers
from a security viewpoint. When the VPMs are based on text-mining they are
trained on datasets constructed by the words (i.e., tokens) that appear in the
source code. BoW constitutes the simplest text-mining method. In BoW, the
code is divided into text tokens, each one of which is accompanied by the num-
ber of its occurrences in the source code. So each word corresponds to a feature,
and the frequency of that feature in a component adds up to the value of that
feature for that component. Aside from BoW, text-mining includes the process of
converting the source code into a list of token sequences for use as input to Deep
Learning (DL) models capable of parsing sequential data (e.g., recurrent neural
networks). The sequences of tokens constitute the input of the DL models that,
during the training phase, try to capture the syntactic information included in
the source code, and in the execution phase to predict the existence of vulner-
abilities in the software components. Text-mining also uses Natural Language
Processing (NLP) methodologies such as word2vec pre-trained embedding vec-
tors to extract semantic information from tokens.

3.2 Word Embedding Vectors

Word embedding methods use a corpus of text to learn a real-valued vector rep-
resentation for a predefined fixed-sized vocabulary [17]. The learning process is
either collaborative with the neural network model on a task, or unsupervised,
using document statistics. An embedding layer is a word embedding learned in
conjunction with a neural network model on a specific natural language process-
ing task, such as document classification. It necessitates cleaning and preparing
the document text so that each word can be one-hot encoded. The model specifies
the size of the vector space. The vectors are seeded with small random numbers.
The embedding layer is used at the front end of a neural network and is fitted in
a supervised manner using the Backpropagation algorithm. However, it can be
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selected to be non-trainable. In this case, it has to be seeded with a pre-trained
embedding matrix which has been trained using an external algorithm.

Mikolov et al. [17] proposed two model architectures for computing continu-
ous vector representations of words. They showed that these representations were
able to capture syntactic and semantic word similarities. Both architectures are
neural network-based ones for learning the underlying word representations for
every word. The first proposed model, called Continuous Bag-of-Words Model
(CBOW), tends to find the probability of a word occurring in a context. Thus,
it generalizes over all the different contexts in which a word can be used. The
second architecture, called continuous skip-gram model, instead of predicting the
current word based on context, attempts to maximize classification of a word
based on another word in the same sentence. To be more specific, every current
word is fed into a log-linear classifier with a continuous projection layer, which
predicts words within a certain range before and after the current word.

Two of the most popular algorithms that can generate embedding vectors
are the word2vec1 and fast-text2 models. Both of them are based on the two
aforementioned architectures (i.e., CBOW, skip-gram). The difference between
these tools lies in the fact that the word2vec considers each individual word to
be the smallest unit for which a vector representation must be found, whereas
fast-text considers a word to be formed by n-grams of character.

4 Methodology

4.1 Dataset

As part of the current work, we created several VPMs for two widely-used pro-
gramming languages, C and C++ combined. We used a vulnerability dataset
derived from two National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) data
sources: the National Vulnerability Database (NVD3 and the Software Assur-
ance Reference Dataset (SARD)4. This dataset contains 7651 class files, 3438 of
which are classified as vulnerable and the remaining 4213 as clean. The dataset
has been presented by Li et al. [5].

4.2 Pre-processing

Before the construction of vulnerability prediction models, appropriate pre-
processing is required in order to bring the dataset in a form appropriate to
be used by the investigated techniques. To this end, we gathered the source code
files written in the C and C++ programming languages and used a variety of
pre-processing techniques to convert the datasets into a series of words-tokens.
All comments, as well as the header/import instructions that declare the use

1 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html.
2 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/fasttext.html.
3 https://nvd.nist.gov/.
4 https://samate.nist.gov/SRD/index.php.

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/word2vec.html
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/fasttext.html
https://nvd.nist.gov/
https://samate.nist.gov/SRD/index.php
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of specific libraries in the class, were removed from the dataset. Subsequently,
we removed the code-specific constants (i.e., numbers, literals, etc.), in order to
make the produced sequences more generalizable. In particular, the numeric val-
ues (i.e., integers, floats, etc.) were then replaced by a unique identifier “numId$”,
while the string values and characters were replaced by a different unique identi-
fier “strId$”. All blank lines are also removed, and the text is finally transformed
into a list of code tokens (i.e., new, char, strlen, etc.) in the order they appear
in the source code. After data cleansing, these produced tokens are replaced by
a unique integer (integer encoding process5) and these integers are mapped to
one-hot vectors (one-hot encoding6).

4.3 Word Embedding Vectors Training

In this study, in order to embed the text representations to numerical vectors
different from the one-hot vectors, the word2vec and fast-text tools were utilized.
The two models provide both the CBOW and skip-gram architecture. We train
these models with our dataset. Each software component constitutes a sequence
of tokens and all the sequences of the dataset are used as the corpus for the train-
ing of the word2vec and fast-test models. These algorithms learn the syntactic
and semantic relations between the code tokens and place them at the vector
space. After training these embedding vectors for the words of the vocabulary
then one can save them for future use, saving time of the training process. For
the training of the embedding vectors, the parameters that were selected after
tuning are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. The selected parameters for the training of word2vec and fast-text embedding
vectors.

Parameters Word2vec Fast-text

Size 300 300

Window 40 40

min count 1 1

Epochs 1 2

In Table 1, the parameter “size” is the dimension of the embedding vectors,
the “window” refers to the maximum distance between a target word and words
surrounding the target word while the term “min count” refers to the minimum
count of words to consider during training. The algorithm ignores the words with

5 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.
LabelEncoder.html.

6 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.
OneHotEncoder.html.

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.LabelEncoder.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.LabelEncoder.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.OneHotEncoder.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.preprocessing.OneHotEncoder.html
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occurrence less than the “min count”. The parameter epochs is just the number
of iterations that the model parses the data.

In Fig. 1, there is a depiction of word2vec vectors trained at the dataset
used in the present study, generated by the t-distributed stochastic neighbor
embedding (TSNE) algorithm [22]. Vectors that are in close proximity in the
depicted figure, correspond to words that are in close proximity in the actual
source code. For instance, in Fig. 1 we can see that the tokens “for” and “i”
which actually are used together in a lot of circumstances, are indeed placed
one next to the other. The same applies also for the tokens “free” and “malloc”,
which is another very representative example.

Fig. 1. The word2vec embedding vectors placed in the vector space by the TSNE
algorithm.
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4.4 Model Selection

In this analysis, various DL algorithms are used to create models that can dis-
tinguish between vulnerable and neutral source code files. As the input to the
models consists of sequential data (i.e., series of tokens) we chose DL algorithms
capable of handling sequences. The RNNs are the most suitable ones as language
models [23]. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are used on code classifi-
cation tasks, as well [4,24]. Regarding the RNNs, there are several improved
versions such as the Long-Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs) [25], the
Gate Recurrent Units (GRUs) [26] and the Bidirectional LSTMs (BiLSTMs)
[27], which can solve the vanishing gradient problem [28] that the original RNNs
face. The hyper-parameters chosen for our RNN and CNN models are presented
in Table 2. Their values were selected after consecutive tuning and re-evaluation.

Table 2. The selected hyper-parameters of the models.

Hyper-parameter name Value for RNNs Value for CNN

Number of layers 3 (Embedding-
Recurrent-Dense)

3 (Embedding-Conv-
Dense)

Number of hidden layers 1
(LSTM/GRU/BiLSTM)

1 (1D CNN)

Embedding size 300 300

Number of hidden units 300 128 filters

Kernel size – 5

Weight initialization
technique

Glorot Uniform (Xavier) Glorot Uniform
(Xavier)

Learning rate 0.01 0.01

Gradient descent optimizer Adam Adam

Batch size 64 64

Activation function Relu Relu

Output activation function Sigmoid Sigmoid

Loss function Binnary Cross-entropy Binnary Cross-entropy

Over-fitting prevention Dropout = 0.3 –

Maximum epochs 100 100

Early stopping patience 10 10

4.5 Evaluation Metrics

Several evaluation metrics are available in the literature and are commonly used
to assess the predictive effectiveness of the ML models. In the vulnerability pre-
diction case, a special emphasis is placed on the Recall of the produced models,
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because the higher the Recall of the model is, the more real vulnerabilities it
predicts. Apart from the capability of the produced models to identify the great
majority of vulnerable files contained in a software project, the volume of the
produced False Positives (FP) (i.e., clean files marked as vulnerable) is impor-
tant to consider because it is known to affect the models’ utilization in practice.
The number of FP is closely related to the amount of manual effort required
by developers to identify files that contain actual vulnerabilities. The lower the
number of FP is, the higher the precision of the model. This fact emphasizes the
significance of the f1-score, which represents the balance of precision and recall.
However, because identifying vulnerable files at the expense of producing FP is
more important in VP, we chose f2-score as our evaluation metric. The f2-score
is a weighted average of precision and recall, with recall being more important
than precision. It is equal to:

F2 =
5 × precision× recall

4 × precision + recall

5 Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the results of our analysis and discuss the outcome
of the experiments. Table 3 reports the evaluation results of the DL models
that were built based on the sequences of tokens in the source code. This table
sums up the results regarding the f2-score for all the RNN variations and CNN
using word2vec or fast-text embeddings in contrast with the joint training of the
embeddings with the neural network’s training. During the evaluation process,
the ten-fold cross-validation process was employed eliminating the possibility of
biased results.

Table 3. The f2-score of all the utilized methods after 10 fold cross-validation.

Model S.E.L. W2V 0 W2V 1 FastText 0 FastText 1

LSTM 77.98 85.11 88.38 84.92 88.66

BiLSTM 80.28 85.86 88.01 82.33 86.04

GRU 72.22 89.15 87.94 84.28 89.10

CNN 81.46 86.36 89.43 86.36 84.54

Average 77.99 86.62 88.44 84.47 87.09

S.E.L. = Simple Embedding Layer.
W2V: Word2vec.
0: CBOW.
1: Skip-gram.

From Table 3, we can see that the use of sophisticated word embeddings
trained prior to the deep learning model is beneficial at each model case. The
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average f2-score of the four models when using an algorithm for the genera-
tion of the word embedding vector is significantly bigger. Furthermore, it is
clear that the skip-gram model is better than the CBOW in our dataset as it
achieves greater average f2-score both at the word2vec and the fast-text case.
Similarly, we notice that the word2vec method provides better f2-score, both at
the CBOW and the skip-gram variation, compared with the fast-text embed-
dings. All the aforementioned foundings lead to the conclusion that the skip-
gram variation of the word2vec embeddings is the best choice for embedding
the tokens of the source code of our dataset before giving them as input to the
sequential deep learning model. An 11% increase in terms of f2-score when using
word2vec embeddings compared with the trainable embedding layer is a signifi-
cant improvement and indicates to the initial hypothesis that these sophisticated
models are capable of capturing semantic and syntactic relationships between
the words of the source code.

Furthermore, the training of the embedding vectors outside from the embed-
ding layer (i.e., non-trainable embedding layer) is beneficial not only in accu-
racy but also in terms of performance. The training time of the DL models has
decreased significantly. Table 4 sums up the results about the training time.

Table 4. The training time in milliseconds (ms) both in case of trainable embedding
layer and in case of sophisticated embeddings trained independently of the neural
network.

Model S.E.L. W2V 1

LSTM 13078 9090

BiLSTM 22596 18011

GRU 12025 8330

CNN 9774 4276

From Table 4, it is clear that the training times when having ready the embed-
ding vectors are by far smaller compared with the case of joint training along
with the rest layers. Another interesting note derived from Table 3 and 4 is the
fact that the CNN model is more accurate than the RNNs and much faster as
well.

Finally, another interesting question would be to examine whether the adop-
tion of word embedding vectors lead to better vulnerability prediction models
compared to the traditional (and simpler) BoW approach. For this purpose,
we compare our best model that utilizes the word embedding concept to the
best model that uses BoW and is trained and evaluated on the same dataset.
In particular, in Table 5, we present the results of the comparison between the
state-of-the-art BoW method, versus the CNN model with skip-gram word2vec
vectors, which was found to be the best model in our previous analysis. In the
case of BoW, we chose Random Forest (composed of 100 trees) as a classifier,
based on bibliography [2,9]. From Table 5, it is observed that the f2-score is
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greater in the case of using sophisticated embeddings. Actually, these word2vec
vectors can be used only at token series models (i.e., CNN, RNN) and not in
BoW, constituting a major drawback of the method.

Table 5. BoW versus CNN that uses the skip-gram word2vec representations.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F2-score

BoW 88.69 90.40 85.80 86.66

CNN-W2V 1 88.25 86.21 90.31 89.43

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we investigated the usefulness of the numerical representations of
the source code words, with the aim of predicting vulnerabilities. We focused
on examining whether the utilization of sophisticated (i.e., external) embedding
vectors is beneficial in contrast with the training of the embedding vectors jointly
with the vulnerability predictor. Moreover, a comparison between the CBOW
and the continuous skip-gram architectures took place as well as a comparison
between the word2vec and fast-text algorithms.

We showed that either the word2vec or fast-text methodologies provide better
results than the trainable embedding layer which is trained along with the rest
layers of the neural network. These vector representations seem able to capture
semantic and syntactic relations between the words in the code and so they
can be proved beneficial when training models on sequences of code tokens.
The word2vec method proved to be superior to fast-text when applied in our
dataset. Furthermore, the skip-gram model demonstrated better scores compared
with the CBOW, both in cases of word2vec and fast-text. Another important
advantage of these sophisticated vectors is the time reduction during the model
training, as there is no need to train the embedding layer again. Last but not
least, the CNN with trained word2vec embeddings, which appeared to be our
best model, demonstrates higher f2-score than the BoW model.

There are several potential directions for future work. First of all, the present
study was based on a dataset containing exclusively C/C++ code. We intend
to replicate our study using software products written in other programming
languages (e.g., Java, Python, etc.) to investigate the generalizability of the
produced results. Furthermore, we aim to replicate our study by embedding the
text features in a higher level of granularity (e.g., line or function level).

Acknowledgements. This work is partially funded by the European Union’s Hori-
zon 2020 Research and Innovation Programme through IoTAC project under Grant
Agreement No. 952684.
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Appendix

In the Appendix Section we provide some extra Tables of the results produced
by our study, including values for accuracy, precision and recall aside from the
f2-score.

Simple Embedding Layer:

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F2-score

LSTM 75.61 74.69 79.60 77.98

BiLSTM 77.05 76.06 82.73 80.28

GRU 73.06 72.60 72.34 72.22

CNN 85.15 88.43 79.96 81.46

Word2vec Embeddings - CBOW:

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F2-score

LSTM 78.76 74.23 88.90 85.11

BiLSTM 80.62 75.79 88.99 58.86

GRU 84.55 79.52 92.02 89.15

CNN 86.60 86.16 86.52 86.39

Word2vec Embeddings - Skip-Gram:

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F2-score

LSTM 84.07 79.35 91.14 88.38

BiLSTM 84.51 80.26 90.31 88.01

GRU 83.44 78.51 90.74 87.94

CNN 88.25 86.21 90.31 89.43
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Fast-Text Embeddings - CBOW:

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F2-score

LSTM 79.79 75.11 88.07 84.92

BiLSTM 76.20 71.15 85.79 82.33

GRU 77.58 72.71 88.53 84.28

CNN 86.08 84.98 86.82 86.36

Fast-Text Embeddings - Skip-Gram:

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F2-score

LSTM 83.54 78.23 91.79 88.66

BiLSTM 79.20 73.49 90.01 86.04

GRU 82.38 76.57 93.11 89.10

CNN 85.15 84.87 84.58 84.57
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Abstract. Previous attacks have shown that in-vehicle networks have
vulnerabilities and a successful attack could lead to significant financial
loss and danger to life. In this paper, we propose a Pearson correlation
based anomaly detection algorithm to detect CAN message modification
attacks. The algorithm does not need a priori information about the com-
munication: it identifies signals based on statistical properties, finds the
important correlation coefficients for the correlating signals, and detects
attacks as deviations from a previously learned normal state.

Keywords: Controller area network · Anomaly detection · Correlation

1 Introduction

Modern vehicles are equipped with a large number of embedded controllers
(ECUs) and other embedded computing devices, which are interconnected with
networks internal to the vehicle (e.g., CAN buses, Ethernet), and some of these
devices also have interfaces to external networks (e.g., Bluetooth, WiFi, 4G).
The ECUs are responsible for various functions of the vehicle, some of which are
safety critical. This setup makes vehicles subject to cyberattacks, whereby mali-
cious actors may try to interfere with the behavior of the vehicle by accessing its
internal components via its aforementioned external interfaces. The feasibility
of such attacks on road vehicles have been demonstrated by researchers as a
proof-of-concept [10], and there have been some real cases as well [16]. Unfortu-
nately, attacks affecting safety critical functions may result in potentially fatal
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accidents. Hence, it is clear that vehicles must be protected against cyberattacks,
and the first step of this is to make them capable of detecting when they are
attacked.

An overwhelming majority of the demonstrated attacks rely on injecting fake
messages into the CAN bus. Some ECUs can be easily misled by the fake infor-
mation in those injected illegitimate messages if they overweight the legitimate
ones carrying the correct information. These injection attacks, however, are not
so difficult to detect: one can observe the timing statistics of different types of
messages and detect deviations from expected values by simple heuristic rules.
For instance, [15] introduced the idea of analyzing the rate of messages for in-
vehicle attack detection. In the normal state of vehicle operation, most message
IDs appearing on the CAN bus have a regular frequency. When an attacker
injects messages to achieve some malicious goal, the frequency of some message
IDs will unexpectedly increase, as the legitimate ECUs will still send messages
periodically with those message IDs besides the attacker’s injected messages.
Moreover, the frequency may be increased by a factor ranging from 2 to 100, as
pointed out in [15]. Hence changes in frequencies can be detected quite easily by
simple comparison to some fixed thresholds within a certain size of observation
window. Equivalently, increased frequency of a message ID can be translated
to decreased inter-arrival times for that message ID, and hence, changes in the
statistics of inter-arrival times of certain message types can also serve as the
basis for attack detection.

While the majority of attacks on the CAN bus indeed relies on message injec-
tion, this is not the only technique to achieve malicious goals. The predictability
of message ID frequencies alone is not sufficient for detecting attacks in case of
irregular or unpredictable CAN messages and in case of attacks that do not inject
new messages on the CAN bus. In this paper, we address the latter problem: we
propose a method to detect message modification attacks. Message modification
attacks are more difficult to carry out, but they are also much more difficult to
detect, therefore, attackers may consider them in the future, especially, given
that message injection attacks will likely be detected by future vehicles. Achiev-
ing a message modification attack is difficult because the built in safety features
of the CAN bus prevent a deliberate modification of a message on the fly. Hence,
three options remain: (1) either the attacker compromises the relevant ECU to
modify the message before it is even transmitted; (2) or a CAN gateway between
two segments is compromised to modify a message during the hand-off between
segments; (3) or the CAN bus is divided into two segments with a new malicious
gateway inserted, allowing for message modifications on the gateways between
the segments. The first two can be performed purely with software exploits, while
the last requires physical modification of the network. Despite the increased com-
plexity, the first and the last approaches to message modification attacks have
already been demonstrated in [16] and in [3], respectively.

Our anomaly detection solution utilizes the fact that vehicle signals are corre-
lated. The speed, the engine revolution, the current fuel consumption and many
other values change together, representing the physical changes of the vehicle
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state. The solution proposed in this paper can represent these high level rela-
tionships between the vehicle signals with the correlation values that correspond
to the normal state of the vehicle. During an attack, if a vehicle signal is over-
written by the attacker in a CAN message, some of the measured correlation
values may deviate from those of the normal state, and this can be detected as
an anomaly. An advantage of this approach, compared to previously proposed
algorithms where only a single signal value is used in the anomaly detection, is
that if the attacker does not modify all the correlating signals precisely at the
same time, the attack can likely be detected.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related
work. Section 3 introduces our proposed anomaly detection method and Sect. 1
summarizes its testing and validation. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Academic papers proposing solutions for securing in-vehicle networks can be
divided into three groups: (1) a relatively large body of work (e.g., [5,18,25]) is
concerned with adding extensions to the CAN protocol, and by doing so, fixing
its inherent security weaknesses; (2) a few papers (e.g., [14]) discuss intrusion
prevention either by introducing firewalls or other techniques; and (3) another set
of papers (which we discuss in more details below) deal with intrusion detection
on the CAN bus using various approaches. Given the considerable amount of
work done in the field, a few surveys have also been published: [9,19] have the
broad scope of in-vehicle security as a whole, and [11,26,27] are more focused on
in-vehicle intrusion detection. As our work falls in the domain of anomaly-based
intrusion detection, we focus on that domain in the rest of this section.

Anomaly-based intrusion detection can take two approaches: specification-
based and model-based anomaly detection. In case of the former, the normal
behavior of the monitored system is explicitly specified. For instance, in the
automotive case, the car manufacturer can have specifications for the normal
frequency of different periodic messages at which they appear on the CAN bus.
Deviations from the specification can easily be identified as signs of attack.
In the case of model-based anomaly detection, on the other hand, no explicit
specification of normal behavior is given, but instead, a model of the normal
behavior is somehow obtained (e.g., learned by observing the system in the
non-attacked state), and deviations from this model are detected as attacks.
Different academic proposals differ in what modelling technique they use and
what features of the system are modelled.

As for the modelling technique, many papers propose to use some statistical
model (e.g., mean, variance, or entropy) of some parameter, with simple heuristic
rules (e.g., comparison to a threshold) [4,15,17,20,21] or more sophisticated sta-
tistical hypothesis testing methods [12,24] to detect deviations from the model.
Other papers (e.g., [7,13,22,23]) use some machine learning model (e.g., classi-
fier or neural network), with the corresponding model specific method to decide
if some input deviates from the learned model. Regarding the features that are
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modelled, many papers consider properties of the network traffic itself, such as
packet timing features (e.g., frequency of certain types of packets) [17,20,21,24]
and features related to the content of the packets (e.g., the time series of packet
IDs or certain signal values) [8,12,13], whereas some papers use physical char-
acteristics as features, such as voltage level and clock drift of physical signals on
the CAN bus [2,6].

In this paper, we propose a model-based anomaly detection method for the
CAN bus that uses correlations across different types of messages as features. To
the best of our knowledge the only other paper using correlation-based anomaly
detection is [1] therefore, we make a more in-depth comparison here. The method
proposed in [1] computes the correlation between two specific signals, velocity
and RPM, and detects attacks where extra messages containing incorrect val-
ues of these signals are injected into the bus. In contrast to this, our method
computes the correlation between all pairs of signals, and identifies those pairs
that have high correlation without identifying the actual signals. In addition,
we detect message modification attacks, which are more difficult to detect than
injection attacks. We simulate seven different types of modification attacks and
evaluate the performance of our method for each of them. Otherwise, both [1] and
our work use the Pearson correlation function, while in [1], the authors applied
other analysis techniques (such as K-Means and Hidden Markov Models) as well.

3 Anomaly Detection Algorithm

3.1 Attacker Model

Our anomaly detection algorithm focuses only on the detection of message
modification attacks, where the original repetition times of the messages are
unchanged. As a result only the content of the messages can be used for anomaly
detection.

3.2 Overview

We propose an anomaly detection algorithm that uses the correlation between
signals encoded in CAN messages. Under normal conditions, the correlation
between different signal pairs stays within a (signal pair specific) interval. In
case of an attack where the attacker modifies only one member of a correlating
signal pair, the resulting correlation may no longer stay within the interval, and
this can be detected as an anomaly.

In the training phase, the correlation values between signals has to be deter-
mined. We measured multiple times the pairwise Pearson correlation between
every signal pair in a one minute long time window and in a three minutes long
time window. Next, based on these measurements, we decided whether the val-
ues are produced by an actual correlation. We achieved this by fitting different
continuous probability distribution functions onto the measured correlation val-
ues. When we found a proper fit, we added the signal pair to our model. For
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every signal pair, we also calculated four thresholds to identify the boundaries of
normal behaviour: (1) two thresholds define a narrow normal interval, such that
measurement outside of this interval are considered potential anomalies for fur-
ther analysis; (2) and another two thresholds define a wider interval, such that
measurements outside of this interval are considered anomalies immediately.

In the detection phase, correlation values are determined in both a one minute
long and a three minutes long window. Then the measured values are compared
to the previously defined threshold for anomaly detection.

3.3 Data Preprocessing

In the training and testing phases we used a 31 min long CAN traffic log captured
from a middle class vehicle. The traffic contains both periodic and non-periodic
messages. This means that some messages arrive regularly with a fix repetition
times, while others are only transmitted upon specific events. Before the train-
ing, we filtered out the non-periodic messages and those periodic messages that
appear less than once per minute. After the filtering step, 92% of the original
data remained.

The next step was the signal extraction from the traffic log. For this we
used an algorithm from the Automated CAN Payload Reverse Engineering1

project. This algorithm separates the bits of the CAN data field into signals based
on bit flip frequencies, called Transition Aggregation N-Grams. The method
builds on the property that the MSB bits of a signal change less frequently
than the LSB bits. If there is a significant change in the bit flip frequencies of
two neighboring bits that shows the boundary between two signals. The same
statistical information can also be used to determine the signal encoding.

We calculated correlation values pairwise for the identified signals in different
time windows. We tested window sizes from 1 to 8 min. For every interval, we
re-sampled the signals to have two signal values per second within the chosen
window. This rarefying speeds up the correlation calculation. Our measurements
showed that the best results can be achieved by choosing 1 min and 3 min as final
time windows. This allows us to detect significant anomalies fast and smaller
anomalies in a reasonable time.

3.4 Model Training

Five matrices are calculated for both time windows for the purpose of anomaly
detection. A matrix C contains the correlation values and there are four addi-
tional threshold matrices that store two upper (Cth+,1 Cth+,2) and two lower
thresholds (Cth−,1 Cth−,2) for the detection.

Each cell ci,j in matrix C contains the Pearson correlation value calculated
between signals i and j in the given time window. The correlation value is stored
the following way:

1 https://github.com/brent-stone/CAN Reverse Engineering.

https://github.com/brent-stone/CAN_Reverse_Engineering
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– if the calculated coefficient indicates constant values then a NaN value is
stored.

– otherwise if the two-tailed p-value of the Pearson correlation coefficient is less
than or equal to 0.05, then the calculated value is stored.

– otherwise a 0 is stored.

During the training phase, we randomly select a starting point in the CAN
log and calculate the correlation values for all signal pairs for both time intervals.
Selecting the starting point randomly allows us to use the original trace multiple
times generating a correlation matrix with small differences for every starting
point. With this method, we created 300 training matrices for the threshold
calculations.

These training matrices gave us a good representation of the typical correla-
tion value for all pairs of signals. In order to find thresholds characterizing the
normal behaviour, we fitted different continuous probability distribution func-
tions onto the ci,j values of every training matrix. For every distribution, we
performed a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test to find the distribution that fits
best the correlation values. The K-S test gave us two results: a D statistics and
a p-value. For the former, we calculated2 a critical value at significance level
α = 1% using (1) (where n is the number of samples in the dataset):

d1% =
1.6276√

n
(1)

Those distributions, where the resulting D statistic was less than or equal
to the critical value and the resulting fitted probability distribution’s stan-
dard deviation was greater than 0 and less than 0.2, we accepted the distri-
bution as a potential candidate. Then, for all these candidates, we calculated
the probability distribution’s percent-point (or quantile) function value for the
10−3, 1 − 10−3, 10−6, 1 − 10−6 probabilities. These gave us candidates for the
minimum (mini,j), maximum (maxi,j), significant minimum (sigmini,j) and
significant maximum (sigmaxi,j) thresholds.

To choose the best option from the candidates, a scoring technique was used,
which is based on the length of the normalized significant min-max interval
(sigmaxi,j −sigmini,j) and the normalized min-max intervals (maxi,j −mini,j).
The candidate with the minimum final score was selected as the final probability
distribution. We used the following function (Fig. 1 and Eq. 2) with a minimum
value of 0.6 for the significant min-max, and a minimum value of 0.5 for the
min-max intervals:

score(x) =

{
(x − min)2, if x <= min
x−min
min∗x , if x > min

(2)

Then, for the final candidate score we used formula (3):

final score = 0.65 ∗ minmax score + 0.35 ∗ significant minmax score (3)
2 https://www.real-statistics.com/statistics-tables/kolmogorov-smirnov-table/.

https://www.real-statistics.com/statistics-tables/kolmogorov-smirnov-table/
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the function used to score the normal min-max threshold inter-
vals.

The used scoring system assigns the smallest score to the candidates with a
min-max interval length closest to 0.5 and a significant min-max interval length
closest to 0.6. This approach prefers the candidates where the intervals are rel-
atively small but not too tight. Our measurements showed that these typically
used statistical constants in the calculations with this weighting gives the best
trade-off between false positive and false negative results. We used a larger weight
for the min-max score to reflect that it is more important to detect and attack
the speed of the detection.

These final chosen threshold values are stored in the threshold matrices,
given that there was at least one candidate distribution, in the following way:
the minimum values are stored in matrix Cth−,1; the maximum values are stored
in matrix Cth+,1; the significant minimum values are stored in matrix Cth−,2,
and finally, the significant maximum values are stored in matrix Cth+,2. If there
was no candidate probability distribution found, the signal pair was excluded
from the study.

In Fig. 2, we present an example of the measured correlation values of a signal
pair and the fitted probability distribution function (‘loggamma’). The vertical
blue and red lines show the determined minimum and maximum, and significant
minimum and maximum values, respectively.

3.5 Detection

In the detection phase, the current correlation values are calculated for the last
1 and 3 min of the network traffic, and then, the results are compared to the
threshold matrices in the following way:

– if a correlation value is outside the significant min-max interval, it is imme-
diately detected as an attack;
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Fig. 2. One example of a signal pair with a fitted ‘loggamma’ probability distribution

– if the value is only outside the normal min-max interval, but not outside the
significant one, we consider it a potential attack only, which will be a real
attack if our model with the other time interval also gets a similar result.

4 Evaluation of the Algorithm

4.1 Testing

In the testing phase, we took 270 1-min long samples of the original trace, which
we also used for training. We performed the detection step of the algorithm on
these samples with a previously trained model and found the following result:
the model signaled an attack in 14 out of 270 cases, resulting in a false positive
rate of 5.2%.

4.2 Validation

Infected Dataset. The validation of the proposed algorithm was performed
on an infected dataset. We simulated different message modification attacks (no
new message is added to the log) with a previously developed attack simulator3

that can take a clean CAN log and modify a selected subset (specified by ID
and time interval) of its messages according to 7 different attack scenarios:

1. const: the original data value is replaced by a given attack data.

3 https://github.com/CrySyS/can-log-infector.

https://github.com/CrySyS/can-log-infector
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2. random: the original data value is replaced by a new random value.
3. delta: a given attack data is added to the original data value.
4. add incr: an increasing value is added to the original data value.
5. add decr: an increasing value is subtracted from the original value.
6. change incr: the original data value is replaced by an increasing value.
7. change decr: the original data value is replaced by a decreasing value.

Measurements. In order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in more
details, we divided the signals into three different groups and validated the algo-
rithm in each group separately. The first group contain signals that strongly
correlate with multiple other signals. Typically, the most important signals of
a vehicle belong to this group. The second group contains signals that have a
strong correlation with one other signal, and the third group contains signals
with only weak correlation values. We considered a correlation strong between
two signals if the mean of the absolute correlation value was above or equal to
0.9 for all the 300 training data samples.

We chose from each group 4 or 5 signal pairs for the validation. For these
signals, we simulated all previously mentioned 7 attacks on 15 randomly chosen
segments of the original trace. Each attack was performed multiple times. First,
only 8 bits was modified according to the attack description in one of the target
signals, than the number of affected bits in the upcoming test was increased
by 4 until the signal length was reached. All of the attacks were theoretical,
but based on previous real life attack descriptions. We did not check whether a
specific attack would actually have any impact in real life.

Fig. 3. Testing results for 16 bit long signal with strong correlations.

Figure 3 shows detailed results for a signal with strong correlations. The 16
bit long signal was attacked with all attack types. For each type, 3 attacks were
performed where the affected number of bits increase from 8 to 16. The two
colors of the columns indicate which time window was successful for the attack
detection. The detection rate varies between 55% and 100% with an above 90%
result for attacks modifying more than 12 bits.
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The results found in the others groups, as expected, are less accurate. The
average detection accuracy of attacks of signals with one strong correlation is
58% while this falls to 20% for the third group where the signals only have weak
correlations.

Fig. 4. Detection accuracy of high priority signals.

Figure 4 shows a summary of the results for messages with the highest priority
(based on the CAN ID field). It can be seen, that most messages with the highest
priority contain signals with high correlation, making them ideal candidates for
a correlation based anomaly detection.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel correlation based anomaly detection method
for the CAN bus with a focus on message modification attacks. We showed,
that our solution efficiently detects most of the attacks, making it a promising
candidate for real life anomaly detection. Furthermore, a significant advantage
of this correlation based detection is that it can detect even the most sophisti-
cated attacks, assuming that the attacker does not modify every related signals
consistently.

In our future work, we plan to investigate if the proposed threshold based
detection mechanism can be replaced with other potential solutions that increase
accuracy. A potential option for this is a machine learning based classification.
Moreover, the efficiency of the correlation calculation could also be increased
with better data preprocessing, in order to further improve the applicability of
our solution in real life scenarios.
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Abstract. In recent years, IoT devices have often been the target of
Mirai Botnet attacks. This paper develops an intrusion detection method
based on Auto-Associated Dense Random Neural Network with incre-
mental online learning, targeting the detection of Mirai Botnet attacks.
The proposed method is trained only on benign IoT traffic while the
IoT network is online; therefore, it does not require any data collection
on benign or attack traffic. Experimental results on a publicly available
dataset have shown that the performance of this method is consider-
ably high and very close to that of the same neural network model with
offline training. In addition, both the training and execution times of the
proposed method are highly acceptable for real-time attack detection.

Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT) · Botnet attacks · Mirai ·
Incremental learning · Auto associative neural networks · Dense
random neural networks

1 Introduction

Since IoT devices in the Massive IoT segment are low-cost devices, they can
often perform a single task at a time and their computational power is not
sufficient to execute complex attack detection algorithms. Therefore, Massive
IoT is vulnerable to network attacks. According to a study by HP [1], 70% of
IoT devices are vulnerable to attacks, while one of the most common attacks is
the Denial of Service (DoS) attack which comprises 20% of all attacks against
the IoT [6].

Network attacks can include worms based on propagating software [37,38],
DoS attacks where an attacker or an infected device aims to prevent the normal
functioning of a device (or a system) by forwarding superfluous requests [10,11],
and Botnets which are the subject of this work. Traffic which may cause attacks
can be detected as a form of anomaly [22,26] which is concealed as part of normal
innocuous traffic.
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When a network attack occurs following the same techniques as DoS attacks,
but affecting more devices it is called a Distributed DoS (DDoS) attack [14].
One of the most popular kinds of DDoS attacks is the Botnet attack which
mainly targets IoT devices. In a Botnet attack, a victim device turns into a
bot via malware and generates traffic that floods other servers and devices with
meaningless requests that lead to threats [21].

Detecting Botnet attacks is an important task considering the high threat
level for a massive number of devices. To this end, a recent trend of research
has focused on developing Machine Learning (ML) based techniques. Most of
earlier work [5,13,24,28–30,34–36,39,40,42] in this trend develops techniques
for classification by supervised learning; however, these techniques require large
numbers of samples for both normal traffic and malicious traffic; collecting data
for realistic malicious traffic is no easy task. Only a few works evaluated the lack
of attack data during the training of ML models (via auto-associative learning)
for Botnet attacks [33,43] and for DoS attacks [15].

In 2016, a massive DDoS, Botnet, attack affected many web sites including
Netflix, Reddit, Spotify, and Twitter through the Dyn service for domain name
system (DNS) management [7,23] as well as numerous IP addresses creating
access through the servers of some cyber-security companies [41]. It is known
that the botnets in this DDoS attack were infected by the Mirai malware, in
which the infected devices generate traffic that overwhelms servers and other
devices with nonsense requests, sometimes leading to threats [21]. Reference [4]
has analyzed the characteristics of this class of attacks, while a recent work [27]
has analyzed the characteristics of IoT traffic generated by Botnet. In addition,
Reference [3] used blockchains to protect IoT networks against Mirai Botnet
attacks.

1.1 Attack Detection with the Random Neural Network (RNN)

The RNN [17] with gradient descent learning [18] has been used to detect Denial
of Service attacks in early work [34] and was recently used also to detect SYN
attacks [15].

The Dense RNN was introduced in [16,20] to address various pattern recogni-
tion problems, including character and object recognition. It has been previously
used with auto-associative offline training to detect SYN attacks [8], and was
used more recently also to detect Mirai Botnet attacks [33].

In this paper, we use a Dense Random Neural Network (Dense RNN) [16,
20] based Mirai Botnet attack detection method, but extend it specifically for
incremental online learning. Similar to [8], this method learns the statistics of
the IoT traffic under normal circumstances while the network is online (via
auto-associative and incremental online learning); that is, it does not require the
offline collection of any IoT traffic data (either benign or attack) for the learning
procedure.

In the rest of this paper, Sect. 2 presents the methodology of the proposed
method for Mirai Botnet attack detection while Sect. 4 presents the performance
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evaluation of this method on a publicly available dataset. Lastly, Sect. 6 sum-
marizes the paper.

2 Auto-Associative Dense RNN Based Botnet Attack
Detection with Online Incremental Training

We now present the methodology of our Botnet Attack Detector (AD) based on
Dense Random Neural Networks (Dense RNN) which is trained entirely online
with only benign IoT traffic. Figure 1 displays the architectural design of this
detector, which consists of three main stages:

1. Extracting metrics from IoT traffic with the “Metric Extractor” module,
2. Detection of potential attack packets with “Auto-Associative Dense RNN”

and “Attack Decision Maker” modules and
3. Incremental online training of AA-Dense RNN with “Incremental Semi-

Supervised Learning Algorithm”. In the rest of this section, we shall detail
the methodologies of these stages.

3 Extracting Metrics from IoT Traffic

Considering that the Mirai botnet attacks aim to spread through the devices in
the IoT network, a recent work [33] has proposed three metrics calculated using
only the transmission times and lengths of packets. Since the correlation analysis
presented in [33] has shown that these three metrics successfully captures the
traces of Mirai botnet attack packets, this paper also uses these metrics, which
are defined as follows:

– Metric 1: The total size of the last N transmitted packets,
– Metric 2: The average inter-transmission times of the last N packets,
– Metric 3: Total number of packets that are transmitted in last T seconds.

Furthermore, it has also been shown that an attack detector achieves its best
performance using these metrics with importance coefficients. However, in order
to design an attack detector with purely online training on only normal unlabeled
traffic, we will treat these metrics equally, i.e. take each of their importance
coefficients as 1/3.

The Dense-RNN model, which allows direct connectivity between neuron
cells (addition to the usual axon-dendrite interactions), has been proposed in
[16,20]. It is a specific form of the Random Neural Network (RNN) [12,17] that
uses clusters of RNN cells for deep learning.

Earlier research have shown the success of the conventional RNN model [19]
in IoT systems for applications on the video quality evaluation [32], network
design [9], and home climate control [25]. In the Dense RNN model, firing at any
cell may trigger a direct firing at a neighboring cell as well as excite or inhibit
any other cell in the neural network through corresponding weights. In addition,
probability p that any other cell in the network fires when a given cell fires,
represents the direct interaction between neuron cells.
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Fig. 1. The architectural design of AA-Dense RNN based Botnet attack detector with
incremental online training

4 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of our AA-Dense RNN based Botnet attack
detector with incremental online learning, we use publicly-available Kitsune
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dataset [2,31] which contains 764, 137 normal and malicious packets for Mirai
Botnet attack. During the performance evaluation, we compare the performance
of AA-Dense RNN under online training with that under offline training.

For AA-Dense RNN, we first set the number of neurons in each layer l as
nl = I = 3, and p = 0.05, r = 0.001 and λ+ = λ− = 0.1. We also set N = 500
packets and T = 100 secs for the extraction of metrics, and we set Θ = 0.02 for
Attack Decision Maker module.

First, we evaluate the performance of the proposed AD method for varying
number of training packets K between 100 and 1000. In this way, we shall also
select the best value of K and set it for the rest of this section.

Fig. 2. Average accuracy of AA-Dense RNN attack detector with incremental online
learning for different values of K ∈ {100, 250, 500, 750, 1000}
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Figure 2 presents the average classification accuracy (over all packets) for
each value of K ∈ {100, 250, 500, 750, 1000}. The results in Fig. 2 show that AA-
Dense RNN with incremental online learning achieves its best performance for
K = 750 packets, where the average accuracy equals 99.54. In addition, one may
see that AA-Dense RNN achieves acceptable accuracy for all K.

5 Computation Time

For the proposed method, Table 1 presents the execution time (i.e. time elapsed)
for making a decision on a single packet as well as the initialization and incremen-
tal update stages of the training algorithm for K = 750. Note that we measured
the computation times on a PC with 32 GB ram and AMD Ryzen 7 3.70 GHz
processor.

The results in this table first show that the execution time of AA-Dense
RNN is very low and acceptable for real-time attack detection. Also, we see that
the initialization and incremental online learning of our method take 15 ms and
4.3 ms, respectively. As observed in the evaluated dataset, 4.3 ms is slightly
less than the minimum measured time for transmission of 22 packets; that is,
the parameters of AA-Dense RNN will be updated until the transmission of the
22nd packet after the incremental online learning phase has begun.

Table 1. Training and online run-times of the proposed attack detection method with
incremental online learning

Training time (for K = 750) Initialization 15 ms

Incremental update 4.3 ms

Execution time 0.11 ms

6 Conclusions

Devices in the Massive IoT segment are vulnerable targets for Mirai Botnet
attacks as they are often deployed quickly with low-security measures. There-
fore, in this paper, we developed a Mirai Botnet attack detection method based
on Auto-Associative Dense Random Neural Network (AA-Dense RNN) with
an incremental online learning algorithm. One of the main advantages of this
method is that it learns the statistics of the normal (benign) IoT traffic when
the IoT network is online, so it does not require collecting any (benign or attack)
traffic beforehand.

We have evaluated the performance of the proposed method on a publicly
available dataset containing 764, 137 packet transmissions and compared the per-
formance of the proposed online AA-Dense RNN based attack detection method
with that of offline trained AA-Dense RNN.
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Our experimental results show that the proposed method achieves 99.54%
accuracy with 99.79% TPR and 98.19% TNR while both training time (initial-
ization and update) and execution time are very small and highly acceptable for
real-time lightweight Mirai Botnet attack detection.

Our future work will extend our design to detect the various type of attacks
via a single detector with incremental online training on only benign IoT traffic.

Acknowledgments. This research has been supported by the European Commission
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Abstract. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are rapidly gaining popu-
larity in a wide variety of applications, e.g., agriculture, health care, envi-
ronmental management, supply chains, law enforcement, surveillance,
and photography. Dones are often powered by batteries, making energy
a critical resource that must be optimised during the mission of the
drone. The duration of a done’s mission depends on the amount of energy
required to perform some manoeuvering actions (takeoff, level flight, hov-
ering, and landing), the energy required to power the ICT modules in
the drone, the drone’s speed, payload, and the wind. In this paper, we
present a model that minimizes the energy consumption of a low power
drone and maximizes the time required to completely drain the drone’s
battery and ensure the safe landing of the drone.

Keywords: Drones · Battery capacity · Diffusion approximation ·
Mission optimization · Energy

1 Introduction

The recent advances in Unmanned Arial Vehicle (UAV) technologies (e.g., data
collection, data storage, data processing, data transmission, data security, deliv-
ery of loads) [32] have increased their adoption rate for military and commercial
applications. The fast adoption rate is partly driven by the decrease in the cost of
drones and granting licenses to commercial service providers and hobbyists. Some
of the industries that are being transformed through the application of drones
include agriculture, environmental management, supply chains, law enforcement,
surveillance, and photography [27–29]. At the beginning of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, drones were used for deliveries [11] and to enforce restriction rules (social
distancing, no mass gatherings in open public spaces) designed to slow down the
transmission of the virus.

Most drones are powered by batteries, making energy a critical resource that
must be optimised during the mission of the drone. One of the responsibility
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of a drone pilot is to ensure that the drone returns with enough energy in the
battery that is sufficient for safe landing after its mission. If the drone’s bat-
tery is completely depleted during its mission, it will crash to the ground and
could damage the drone or result in a lawsuit if it damages properties or causes
harm to human life. Even the most experienced drone “ground pilots” sometimes
encounter drone crashes due to battery depletion. It is difficult to estimate how
much time is required to completely deplete the energy stored in the battery
during flight because a complex interaction of multiple factors influences the
battery energy depletion process in drones. These factors include weather (e.g.,
wind, temperature), drone speed, the ICT-related functionalities performed by
the drone, and the weight of the drone and the load carried by the drone (if
any). The energy stored in the battery could also be rapidly depleted due to
cyber attacks, which are designed to induce the ICT systems of the drone to
draw more energy from the drone unnecessarily. Some drones are configured to
return to the operator at predefined battery levels and to land at 15% battery
level automatically. Therefore, the drone operator should ensure the safe landing
of the drone while preventing any harm to human lives.

To adapt a UAV to perform its functionalities for a given application,
advanced on-board information and communication technology significantly
increase its energy needs during a mission [6] because of the computationally
intensive visual information processing before transmission or storage [9]. Using
multiple cooperating UAVs to conduct a mission [23] also increases the com-
putational burden and energy consumption of each UAV, in order to coordi-
nate movements and create a consistent view of the events or scenes that are
monitored [21], also leading to additional on-board energy consumption from
communications [22], and more on-board software [31]. On-board computing
and communication equipment cannot easily be put to sleep to save energy, to
avoid compromising the real-time needs which would be impaired by “wake-up”
delays [17].

Since careful usage of the UAVs energy budget is needed to achieve the best
possible mission output from the battery storage and possible other on-board
energy sources such as phtovoltaic and fuel cells, the optimization of the power
consumption of an UAV via its speed was studied in [5,7,34]. More broadly,
energy consumption is also a major concern in information processing systems
[31] and it has been analyzed via a variety of models with the purpose of under-
standing and minimizing the energy consumption in this area in general [16,22].

However, the energy used to perform functions such as encryption, com-
pression of multimedia data, and communications is significant. In addition,
the interplay of multiple factors influencing energy consumption implies that
the energy drawn from the battery is not deterministic. Any energy harvesting
mechanism that is used on-board is also influenced by the environment. There-
fore, both the energy generation and consumption processes on-board a UAV
need to be modelled as stochastic processes.

Markovian stochastic models have been applied to model the changes in
the energy content of a battery [4,10,18,19,24–26,33]. However, the Poisson
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assumption in the arrival of energy packets into the battery [15] may deviate
from reality. This is why we apply a diffusion model [12,14,20,30] where the
interarrival times of energy and the depletion times of the energy follow any
distribution, as proposed in earlier work on energy consumption and battery
models [1,2,13].

In this paper, we present an optimization model to minimize the energy
consumption of a low power drone, and hence maximize the time required to
completely drain the drone’s battery and ensure the safe landing of the drone.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 contains a diffusion model of
a drone’s battery, Sect. 3 contains the proposed optimization model, we present
some numerical examples in Sect. 4 and then conclude in Sect. 5.

2 Diffusion Process for the Energy Depletion Process
of the Drone

The amount of energy present in the battery at time t may be represented
by a diffusion process. This process is frequently used to approximate more
complex and analytically intractable stochastic process. It is a strong Markov
process with continuous time and continuous space (continuous sample path).
We demonstrate how it may be used to evaluate the time after which a device
consumes a fixed amount of energy if the consumption per time unit is random.

Consider a Wiener (diffusion) process X(t), corresponding to the energy
stored at a battery at the time t. Its changes at unit time have mean β and
variance α. For simplicity, we assume that β, α are constant. They can be inter-
preted as instantaneous mean and variance of the change of X(t)

β = lim
Δt→0

E[X(t + Δt) − X(t)]
Δt

α = lim
Δt→0

V ar[X(t + Δt) − X(t)]
Δt

.

The process’ probability density function (pdf) f(x, t;x0)

f(x, t;x0)dx = P [x ≤ X(t) < x + dx | X(0) = x0]

is defined by the diffusion equation (parabolic partial differential equation),
e.g. [8]

∂f(x, t;x0)
∂t

=
α

2
∂2f(x, t;x0)

∂x2
− β

∂f(x, t;x0)
∂x

. (1)

For the unrestricted process starting from the point x0

f(x, t;x0) =
1√

2Παt
exp(

(x − x0 − βt)2

2αt
) (2)

and the incremental changes of X(t) at interval dt
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dX(t) = X(t + dt) − X(t)

are normally distributed with the mean βdt and variance αdt.
If the value of the diffusion process represents the energy content of the

battery, then the life time the battery is corresponds to the time the diffusion
process needs to pass from the initial point x0 = B > 0, where B is the maximum
volume of the battery to x = 0. If we refer it to the UAV mission, it corresponds
to its maximal duration.

The distribution of the amount of energy present in the battery at time t is
given by the Eq. (1) with the absorbing barrier at x = 0, i.e. the process is ended
when it comes to zero. It corresponds to the condition

lim
x→0

f(x, t;x0) = 0.

The problem of diffusion with absorbing barrier was studied e.g. in [8] and
the solution in Eq. (3) was obtained with the use of the method of images: on
may treat the barrier as a mirror, and the solution is a superposition of two
unrestricted processes, one of unit strength, starting at the origin, and the other
of strength − exp(2βx0

α ) starting at x = 2x0. It yields

f(x, t;x0) =
1√

2Παt

[
exp(− (x − βt)2

2αt
)

− exp(
2βx0

α
− (x − 2x0 − βt)2

2αt
)
]

(3)

The pdf of the first passage time distribution for a diffusion process that
starts from the point x = x0 and is absorbed at x = 0 is

γx0,0(t) =
∫ ∞

0+

∂f(x, t;x0)
∂t

dx

=
∫ ∞

0+

[
α

2
∂2f(x, t;x0)

∂x2
− β

∂f(x, t;x0)
∂x

]dx

= lim
x→0

[
α

2
∂f(x, t;x0)

∂x
− βf(x, t;x0]

=
x0√

2Παt3
e− (x0−βt)2

2αt , (4)

with the Laplace transform

γ̄x0,0(s) = e−x0
β+

√
β2+2αs
α . (5)

Equation (4) presents a probability density function in case of β < 0, when
probability that the process will reach the barrier equals 1, and

∫ ∞
0

γx0,0(t)dt =
1. Otherwise, for β > 1, the probability that the process ends at the barrier
is e−2βx0/α and the conditional pdf is γ′

x0,0(t) = γx0,0(t)e2βx0/α and γ̄′
x0,0(s) =
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γ̄x0,0(s)e2βx0/α. The same refers to the case β < 0 with the initial point x0 placed
left to the absorbing barrier.

From (4) or (5) we compute the moments of the time the battery is active

E[γx0,0] =
x0

|β| , E[γ2
x0,0] =

|β|x2
0 + αx0

|β|3 .

In battery model, assuming x0 = B, the pdf given by Eq. (3) determines the
distribution of the energy still in the battery, and Eq. (4) the battery life time
distribution. Let us imagine that the units of energy are consumed with the
mean rate μ units and σ2

B is the variance of time intervals between consumption
of energy units. It means that the number of consumed energy units in time Δ
has the distribution close to normal with mean μΔ and variance σ2

Bμ3Δ and
the parameters of the diffusion process are β = −μ and α = σ2

Bμ3 = C2
Bμ,

where C2
B = σ2

Bμ2 is the squared coefficient of variation (variance/mean2) of
this distribution. A numerical example illustrating the pdf of the first passage
time distribution is given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Probability density function γB,0(t) of the first passage time from a full battery
at B = 50 to an empty battery at x = 0, i.e. the pdf of the battery life time distribution,
when the mean power consumption (energy consumption per time unit) is μ = 1. The
curves show the influence of the squared coefficient of variation of energy consumption
per time unit C2

B = σ2
Bμ2 on the life time. We see how the increase of C2

B increases
the variance of the battery life time distribution
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3 Energy Optimization for an UAV During Its Mission

We investigate a problem of UAV control where the energy is limited by the
volume of the battery supplying energy to the UAV. The control should maximise
a chosen reward function.

There are two phases of the UAV mission. During the first one, the UAV uses
all its functions, including the transmission of the collected images. When the
energy goes below a certain level of b, the UAV passes to the second, energy-
saving phase before landing. During this phase, it is still collecting images, but
they are not transmitted. The diffusion parameters, corresponding to energy
consumption, are different in both phases, see Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The two phases of the UAV mission: in the first phase we assume that energy
is used for flying, for ground communications and data acquisition. The second phase
focuses on the landing phase, including any indispensable data acquisition and com-
munications for the return to the landing base.

The data recorded during the second phase may be accessed only after land-
ing when their validity has partially deteriorated. We assume in the reward func-
tion (7) that the value (relevance) of these data is decreasing following a certain
function Θ(·) with the time elapsed between their acquisition and availability.

The formal description of the problem is as follows.
Let B > 0 denotes the battery capacity before the UAV platform starts its

mission, and S be a minimum value of energy that the UAV battery must contain
when it lands after ending the mission, with B > S ≥ 0.

Let u, v be non-negative real numbers such that B ≥ u > v ≥ S.
Define the non-negative random variables τu and Yτu

[u, v] such that the dif-
fusion process D ≡ {Xt, t ≥ 0} with X0 = B has the values

τu = {inf t : Xt = u}, τu + Yτu
[u, v]} = {inf t > u : Xt = v}. (6)

Thus τu is the first passage time of the diffusion D to level u. Also τu+Yτu
[u, v]

is the first passage time of D to level v at time τu+Yτu
[u, v] after its first passage

time to u at time τu.
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Then our problem is to choose a decision point represented by an “energy
switching level” b, B ≥ b ≥ S for the battery, from “normal energy consumption”
to “reduced energy consumption”, which maximises the useful duration of the
mission.

Thus we must solve the following maximization problem:

max
b∈[S,B]

{C = E[τb] + E[
∫ Yτ [b,S]

0

dtΘ(Yτ [b, S] − t]} . (7)

The first phase’s duration corresponds to the first passage time from B to b,
and the second phase is the first passage time from b to S.

Denote by μi the mean intensity of the power consumption per time unit at
phase i, i = 1, 2 (i.e. 1/μi is the mean consumption per time unit) and αi its
variance, representing diffusion parameters.

The densities of the duration of the phases are

f1(t) = γB,b(t) =
B − b√
2Πα1t3

exp(− (B − b − μ1t)2

2α1t
)

f2(t) = γb,S(t) =
b − S√
2Πα2t3

exp(− (b − S − μ2t)2

2α2t
)

and the mean time of the first phase is

E1 =
∫ ∞

0

tf1(t)dt =
(B − b)

μ1
.

The reward function C becomes

C = E1 +
∫ ∞

0

yf2(y)
∫ y

0

Θ(y − t)dt dy (8)

and we are looking for b, which maximises

C =
(B − b)

μ1
+

∫ ∞

0

y
b − S√
2Πα2y3

exp(− (B − S − μ2y)2

2α2y
)

∫ y

0

Θ(y − t)dt dy. (9)

In the numerical examples below we assume exponential and linear Θ function

Θ(y − t) = e−a(y−t), (10)

or Θ(y − t) =
{

1 − a(y − t) for y ≤ 1/a − t
0 for y ≥ 1/a − t; (11)

Θ(y − t) = 0 means that information older than 1/a is useless.
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4 Numerical Example

We assume that the battery capacity is B = 50 energy units, safety margin is S =
5 energy units, and μ1 = 0.2, μ2 takes several values μ2 = 0.05, 0.1, 0.12, 0.15,
and α1 = α2 = 1.

A few numerical results giving C(b) for various parameters are displayed in
Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. In general, they demonstrate the sensibility of C(b)
on its parameters and demonstrate the important differences introduced by the
deterioration function type. In some cases, the maximum of C(b) is inside the
interval [0, B − S], sometimes the function is monotonic, and the maximum is
on the edge of the interval. Maximum of C(b) at b = 50 means that only the
second phase is recommended; maximum at b = 5 means we should have only the
first phase. It depends on the ratio of the speed of energy consumption in both
phases and the function lowering the value of delayed results. A few numerical
results giving C(b) for various parameters are displayed in Figs. 3–9. In general,
they demonstrate the sensibility of C(b) on its parameters and demonstrate the
notable differences introduced by the deterioration function type. In some cases,
the maximum of C(b) is inside the interval [0, B − S], sometimes the function is
monotonic, and the maximum is on the edge of the interval. Maximum of C(b)
at b = 50 means that only the second phase is recommended; maximum at b = 5
means we should have only the first phase. It depends on the ratio of the speed
of energy consumption in both phases and the function lowering the value of

Fig. 3. The reward function C(b) defined by Eq. (9) and to be maximized; b is the
energy level switching the performance of UAV from normal mode to energy saving
mode, for exponential function Θ defining the decrease with time of the value of pre-
viously gathered data, see Eq. (10), with parameters μ2 = 0.1, a ∈ [1.8, 1.9]
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Fig. 4. The reward function C(b) defined by Eq. (9) and to be maximized; b is the
energy level switching the performance of UAV from normal mode to energy saving
mode, for exponential function Θ defining the decrease with time of the value of pre-
viously gathered data, see Eq. (10), with parameters μ2 = 0.1, a ∈ [1.0, 1.1]

Fig. 5. The reward function C(b) defined by Eq. (9) and to be maximized; b is the
energy level switching the performance of UAV from normal mode to energy saving
mode, for exponential function Θ defining the decrease with time of the value of pre-
viously gathered data, see Eq. (10), with parameters μ2 = 0.12, a ∈ [1.8, 1.9]
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Fig. 6. The reward function C(b) defined by Eq. (9) and to be maximized; b is the
energy level switching the performance of UAV from normal mode to energy saving
mode, for exponential function Θ defining the decrease with time of the value of pre-
viously gathered data, see Eq. (10), with parameters μ2 = 0.15, a ∈ [1.326, 1.336]

Fig. 7. The reward function C(b) defined by Eq. (9) and to be maximized; b is the
energy level switching the performance of UAV from normal mode to energy saving
mode, for exponential function Θ defining the decrease with time of the value of pre-
viously gathered data, see Eq. (10), with parameters μ2 = 0.05, a ∈ [1.8, 1.9]
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Fig. 8. The reward function C(b) defined by Eq. (9) and to be maximized; b is the
energy level switching the performance of UAV from normal mode to energy saving
mode, for linear function Θ defining the decrease with time of the value of previously
gathered data, see Eq. (11), with parameters μ2 = 0.10, a = 0.01, 0.1, 1000

Fig. 9. The reward function C(b) defined by Eq. (9) and to be maximized; b is the
energy level switching the performance of UAV from normal mode to energy saving
mode, for linear function Θ defining the decrease with time of the value of previously
gathered data, see Eq. (11), with parameters μ2 = 0.10, a ∈ [0.6, 0.9].
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Fig. 10. The value of b, i.e. the energy level switching the performance of UAV from
normal mode to energy saving mode, maximizing the reward function C(b) defined by
Eq. (9) plotted as a function of μ1/μ2, where μ1 is the speed of energy consumption in
normal mode and μ2 is the speed of energy consumption in energy saving mode, for
fixed μ1 = 0.2.

delayed results. We see it in a more general way in Fig. 10 where the values of b
giving the maximum of C are plotted as the function of μ1/μ2 (μ1 = 0.2).

5 Conclusions

The duration of a done’s mission depends on the amount of energy required to
perform some manoeuvering actions (takeoff, level flight, hovering, and landing)
[3] and the energy required to power the ICT modules in the drone. The energy
required to drive the drone depends on the manoeuvering action taken, the
drone’s speed, payload, and the wind. Although the amount of energy required
to drive the drone is often far greater than the energy required to power the
ICT modules, the influence of ICT energy consumption on the duration of the
drone’s mission could become significant (especially for drones that draw small
amount of energy for flight but perform complex ICT functionalities). Also, cyber
security attacks designed to increase the amount of transmission or computations
executed by the drone and deplete its battery faster could rapidly deplete the
energy stored in the battery.

Since for some set of parameters, the reward function c(b) has a maximum for
b ∈ [0, B−S], the by devising strategies to reduce the energy consumption, when
the energy in the battery reaches a define threshold level b, increases the chances
that it will complete its mission and land safely. Therefore, the decision point
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to transition from the normal phase to the energy saving phase to be chosen in
such as way as to minimise the energy consumption and maximise the battery
lifetime.
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Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of network-connected
embedded devices that enable a multitude of new applications, but also
create new risks. In particular, embedded IoT devices can be infected
by malware. Operators of IoT systems not only need malware detection
tools, but also scalable methods to reliably and remotely verify malware
freedom of their IoT devices. In this paper, we address this problem by
proposing T-RAID, a remote attestation scheme for IoT devices that
takes advantage of the security guarantees provided by a Trusted Exe-
cution Environment running on each device.

Keywords: Internet of things · Embedded systems · Malware ·
Remote attestation · Trusted Execution Environment

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of network-connected embedded devices
that enable a multitude of new applications in various domains, such as industrial
automation, transportation, building automation, healthcare, and agriculture –
just to mention a few of them. The use of IoT technologies can make applications
smarter : they provide the technological foundations for transforming buildings
into smart buildings, cities into smart cities, transportation systems into intelli-
gent transportation systems, healthcare into personalized healthcare, agriculture
into precision agriculture, and factories into smart factories.

However, as usual, new technologies also create new risks. In particular, due
to the increasing levels of automation and connectedness, our new, smart and
intelligent applications are now exposed to cyberattacks. To address the problem,
academic researchers and industry alliances are actively working on IoT security
solutions [1,12,13], standards [8,10], and guidelines [7,16,17], and regulatory
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bodies are also making steps1 to ensure that those solutions, standards, and
guidelines are indeed used and followed in practice.

One particular security issue is that IoT devices can be infected by mal-
ware [2,4], which can alter their behavior, endangering the integrity and the
availability of IoT systems, and undermining the trustworthiness of the smart
applications based on them. Hence, system operators need malware detection
solutions adapted to the constraints of IoT systems [20]. In addition, they also
need scalable methods to reliably verify malware freedom of IoT devices in their
systems. In this paper, we address this problem by proposing a remote attes-
tation scheme for IoT devices that takes advantage of the security guarantees
provided by a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) running on the device.

Attestation is meant to be a process whereby a trusted verifier reliably checks
the state of an untrusted prover, and remote attestation is when this verification
is done remotely via a network. In our case, the prover is (a process running
on) an IoT device, and it is untrusted, because the device may be compromised
by a malware. The verifier is a trusted remote server operated by the system
operator. We use remote attestation to prove the malware-free state of the IoT
devices to the system operator. Doing this remotely means that the operator
does not need physical access to the devices, allowing for large scale, automated
verification of all devices in an entire IoT system.

The structure of the paper is the following: We start by giving a brief overview
on different approaches to remote attestation in Sect. 2, serving as a review of
relevant related work and also providing technical background for our proposal.
Next, we introduce T-RAID, our TEE-based solution to secure remote attesta-
tion for IoT devices, by first providing a general overview of it in Sect. 3, and
then presenting its protocols in more details in Sects. 4 and 5. Finally, we eval-
uate T-RAID and discuss its properties in Sect. 6, and conclude the paper in
Sect. 7.

2 Approaches to Remote Attestation

There exist three general approaches to attestation: hardware-based, software-
based, and hybrid attestation. Hardware-based attestation relies on a secure
co-processor (e.g., a TPM chip2) that can produce a digitally signed summary
of the hardware and software state of the device being verified. The summary is
typically a hash computed by progressively combining the hashes of the system
components and software modules started during the boot process. The key
used to sign the summary is kept in the co-processor and protected by its logical
access control and physical tamper resistance features. As this approach requires
a co-processor, it is typically considered to be too expensive for embedded IoT
devices.

1 The California IoT cybersecurity law SB-327 became effective Jan 1, 2020.
2 https://trustedcomputinggroup.org/work-groups/trusted-platform-module/ Last

visited: Sep 12, 2021.
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In contrast to the hardware-based approach, software-based attestation does
not require any additional hardware in the prover device. Solutions following this
approach (e.g., [18,19]) are typically based on executing a protocol in which the
verifier probes the prover and the response of the prover to the probe convinces
the verifier that the prover is in a malware-free state. To generate the response,
the prover runs a checksum function, which traverses memory locations in a
pseudo-random manner (seeded by the verifier’s probe). The verifier checks the
correctness of the prover’s response by computing the same checksum function on
the expected memory content of the device. If malware is hiding in the memory,
either the checksum of the prover will differ from that computed by the verifier,
or the response time of the prover will be longer than expected, as the malware
needs to check and redirect memory accesses that refer to locations holding the
malware code itself. So besides checking the correctness of the checksum, in this
case, the verifier also checks the response time of the prover.

The main problem of software-based attestation is that, in practice, it does
not really work over a network due to network jitter, which makes it practically
impossible to remotely measure the exact checksum computation time of the
prover [14]. Another problem is that a compromised prover can actually dele-
gate checksum computation to a much faster attacker device, which cannot be
detected by a remote verifier. In addition, even if we do not consider such del-
egation attacks, this approach assumes that the checksum computation on the
prover cannot be performed faster than the speed of the actual implemention of
the checksum function. Unfortunately, this assumption does not always hold [3],
leading to attacks where a tricky faster way of computing the checksum leaves
time for the malware to check and redirect memory references that would reveal
its presence.

Given all these problems, hybrid approaches were proposed (e.g., [5,6]) that
are largely software-based, but also require minimal hardware support. For exam-
ple, in [6], the authors propose a scheme, applicable to attestation purposes, that
uses a ROM-based checksum routine and relies on a secret key for authenticating
the computed checksum that is kept in memory accessible only by ROM-based
code. This latter property is provided by a hardware-based memory access logic,
which verifies that the instruction pointer is in the ROM region when the secret
key is being accessed. This actually ensures that the confidentiality of the key is
preserved, even if the device is infected by a malware. In addition, as the ROM
code cannot be modified, integrity of the checksum computation is also ensured.
This means that a response authenticated by the secret key must be genuine,
and such a response can be verified by a remote verifier.

At this point, a natural question could be the following: What is the minimum
hardware support needed for a hybrid remote attestation solution to be secure?
This question is investigated in [9], where the authors conclude that the following
set of requirements is sufficient and necessary (hence minimal) for secure remote
attestation of embedded devices:

1. Custom hardware to enforce exclusive access to a secret key;
2. Reliable and secure memory erasure;
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3. Read-only-memory (ROM);
4. Instructions for enabling and atomically disabling interrupts;
5. Custom hardware to enforce that the attestation (checksum) routine can only

be invoked by running its first instruction;
6. Secure reset mechanism.

It turns out that the guarantees provided by satisfying the requirements
above can also be achieved in another way: In [5], the authors propose a hybrid
remote attestation scheme, called HYDRA, that relies on security features pro-
vided by a formally verified seL4 microkernel to obtain similar properties. In
HYDRA:

1. A privileged process handles the secret key and enforces proper access control
to it;

2. Reliable and secure memory erasure is required by [9] to ensure that no infor-
mation about the secret key is leaked after using it in the checksum authenti-
cation. However, the strict memory separation of the seL4 microkernel ensures
the same property;

3. ROM is required by [9] to make sure that the checksum routine cannot be
modified. Isolated process memory and code integrity checks in seL4 can
provide the same property;

4. Prioritized interrupt handling of the microkernel ensures uninterruptable exe-
cution of the checksum code that runs with the highest possible priority;

5. Controlled invocation is enforced by operating system support;
6. Secure reset is initiated in [9] whenever an attempt is detected to execute the

checksum function from the middle of its code. This is not needed if controlled
invocation is enforced.

The authors of [5] claim that using seL4 imposes fewer hardware requirements
on the underlying microprocessor, and building upon a formally verified software
component increases confidence in security of the overall solution.

3 Overview of T-RAID

Our main idea is to follow the approach of HYDRA [5], but instead of a secure
microkernel, we rely on a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE). A TEE pro-
vides an isolated environment for trusted processes where they can execute with-
out being interfered by normal, potentially compromised processes. In addition,
a TEE also provides secure storage for secrets that is not accessible from out-
side the TEE. Thus, checking malware-freedom can be implemented in a trusted
process running in the TEE and the key used for authenticating the result of
the check can be stored in TEE-protected secure memory.

We note that embedded devices equipped with ARM or similarly power-
ful processors are typically capable of hosting such a TEE. We also note that
TEEs usually rely on hardware support to provide their security guarantees.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the T-RAID architecture.

For example, TrustZone3 enabled ARM processors support TEEs by offering
hardware-enforced memory isolation. A special register in the processor keeps
track whether it runs in the so called Normal World or in the Secure World.
In the Normal World, access to certain memory regions and peripherals associ-
ated with the Secure World is denied, and this is enforced by the memory bus
fabric. On the other hand, processes running in the Secure World have virtually
unlimited access to any resources of the embedded device. In addition, switching
between Worlds is possible only by invoking a special instruction that guarantees
a proper context switch. TEE implementations usually take advantage of this
low level support built into the processor itself.

The architecture of our TEE-based remote attestation scheme designed for
IoT devices (T-RAID) is illustrated in Fig. 1. In T-RAID, the Verifier is assumed
to be a remote entity that interacts with the Prover via a network. The Prover
is a trusted application (TA) running in the TEE hosted by the processor of the
IoT device. An Attestation Service is running as a normal (untrusted) process in
the Rich Execution Environment (REE), also hosted by the processor. The term
“rich” refers to the fact that the REE may be provided by a full-blown operating
system (OS), such as Linux, that offers an abundance of services to the processes
running in the REE. The TEE typically features a much more limited OS that
provides only basic services to the trusted applications. Isolation between the
TEE and the REE is supported by the processor and its memory management
unit.

In order to initiate an attestation session, the Verifier calls the Attestation
Service, which is assumed to be always available. If it is not, then this fact
already proves that the IoT devices is not in its normal state, and it may be
compromised by a malware. The Attestation Service invokes the Prover TA via

3 https://developer.arm.com/ip-products/security-ip/trustzone Last visited: Sep 12,
2021.

https://developer.arm.com/ip-products/security-ip/trustzone
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a controlled invocation mechanism provided by the TEE (and supported by the
processor). The Prover TA then establishes a secure connection to the Verifier,
which is used to execute a remote attestation protocol securely.

In the remote attestation protocol, the Verifier challenges the Prover with
a set of tasks. These tasks consists in the execution of certain integrity checks
that are implemented by a Rootkit Detector TA, also running in the TEE. The
integrity checks requested by the Verifier are invoked by the Prover TA via a
well-defined API provided by the Rootkit Detector TA, and the results are sent
back to the Verifier via the secure channel.

The Rootkit Detector TA has access to the entire memory of the IoT device
and its persistent storage. The memory includes the memory of the processes
and the OS kernel running in the REE and the persistent storage includes the file
system that they use. The integrity checks implemented by the Rootkit Detector
TA analyze this memory and file system, collect relevant data (e.g., the list of
processes currently running in the REE), compute hashes (e.g., the hash of the
text segment of the OS kernel in the REE), and try to detect anomalies that
may signal the presence of a malware (e.g., hooked function pointers).

More information about the remote attestation protocol and the integrity
checks of T-RAID is provided below in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively.

We implemented T-RAID as a prototype running in QEMU4. The target
architecture of our prototype is the ARM processor, and we use OP-TEE5 as the
TEE implementation and Linux as the OS in the REE. Cryptographic functions
in our protocols use the mbedTLS cryptographic library6. In the sequel, we
assume this setup when implementation specific details are described.

4 Remote Attestation Protocol

The remote attestation protocol of T-RAID assumes a secure channel between
the Prover TA and the Verifier, thus, a prerequisite for running the protocol
is to establish such a secure channel. One can use TLS for this purpose if
the TEE implementation supports TLS-protected sockets and the resource con-
straints of the IoT device permit the use of such a complex protocol as TLS.
In our prototpye implementation, we could not use TLS, because OP-TEE does
not support TLS-based sockets in the TEE. Instead, we designed and imple-
mented a lightweight secure channel protocol over a raw socket. Our protocol
uses an authenticated version of the Diffie-Hellman protocol to establish a shared
secret between the Prover TA and the Verifier (where authentication is based
on ECDSA signatures); the PBKDF2 key derivation function to derive a 32-
byte symmetric encryption key and a 32-byte message authentication key from
the shared secret; the AES cipher in CBC mode with PKCS#7 padding to
encrypt messages; message sequence numbers to protect against replay attacks;

4 https://www.qemu.org/ Last visited: Sep 12, 2021.
5 https://www.op-tee.org/ Last visited: Sep 12, 2021.
6 https://github.com/ARMmbed/mbedtls Last visited: Sep 12, 2021.

https://www.qemu.org/
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https://github.com/ARMmbed/mbedtls
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and HMAC with SHA-256 as the hash function to authenticate (encrypted and
numbered) messages.

The attestation protocol consists of the exchange of a single attestation
request and response. The secure channel guarantees the freshness, integrity,
authenticity, and confidentiality of these messages, and most importantly, the
Prover’s response. The request of the Verifier may contain multiple challenges,
each triggering the call of a specific integrity check function of the Rootkit Detec-
tor TA. The response of the Prover contains the results of the integrity check
functions called. The integrity check functions may return a status code (e.g., 0
for a successful check and 1 for a failure), a hash value (e.g., hash of the REE OS
kernel’s text segment or recursive hash of some part of the REE file system), or
a list of process IDs and process names extracted from various OS kernel data
structures (e.g., the process list, the process tree, and the run queues).

The Verifier must be able to verify the results of the checks received in the
response of the Prover. For this, we assume that the Verifier stores the hash
values expected in correct responses. In case of file system checks, the computed
hash value depends on what parts of the file system are actually hashed, there-
fore, we assume that the Verifier has a mirror of the file system of the IoT device
and performs the same hash computation on this mirror to obtain the expected
correct hash value. Finally, if the response contains a list of process names, the
Verifier can compare that to a pre-defined white list of process names allowed
on the IoT device.

5 Integrity Checks

Our integrity checks perform rootkit detection on the IoT device; hence, their
successful execution is an assurance of malware freedom. The software compo-
nent implementing the checks is capable of accessing components of the REE,
such as the memory and the file system. The latter is not supported by OP-
TEE, so we had to extend and slightly modify the OP-TEE kernel and the
tee-supplicant daemon (a component of OP-TEE running in the REE). More
details on this can be found in our earlier paper [15]. Using the aforementioned
capabilities, we implemented numerous checks, each aiming at detecting a dif-
ferent rootkit technique or ensuring the integrity of REE components that our
checks rely upon. In this section, we present the integrity checks that the Prover
TA can invoke.

5.1 Process Listing

The most important functionality of any kernel is to manage and schedule pro-
cesses. In order to achieve these goals, the Linux kernel uses so called tasks. A
task is approximately equivalent to a thread. Single-threaded processes consist of
one task, while multi-threaded processes have one task for each thread, sharing
the same address space. These tasks are organized into multiple dynamic data
structures. Here we present the ones used by the 5.1 version of the Linux kernel.
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Our solution uses these data structures to enumerate processes on the system.
Currently, we can list process IDs and names of the processes.

The oldest and simplest data structure in the kernel holding process-related
information is the so called process list. This is a doubly-linked circular list of
task structures; each task has a next and prev pointer, pointing to the next
and previous tasks in the list, respectively. Using these pointers, we can easily
traverse the whole list, starting from the init task; this is the first kernel thread,
started at boot.

Another data structure is the process tree. When a process starts another
process, it becomes its child, while the new process refers to the original one as
its parent. Via this relation, processes form a tree, whose root is the init task.
The Linux kernel uses lists to implement this tree. Each process has a pointer to
its first and last child, while the children are linked into a doubly-linked circular
list. We traverse this data structure recursively in a depth-first manner.

Pid namespaces are used by the kernel as an isolation mechanism. There is an
initial pid namespace containing every process. These namespaces use radix trees
to account the process IDs in use. These radix trees store pid structures with
pointers to the tasks using the specific ID. To traverse the initial pid namespace,
we implemented a function capable of finding the corresponding pid structure
in the tree for a given ID.

Finally, we extract process related information from runqueues. These queues
are used by the scheduler, and unlike the previous data structures, not every
process is accessible from these, only the runnable ones. These are the processes
not waiting for anything and not stopped, they can continue their execution,
if assigned to a CPU core. Each core has its own runqueue, and runqueues
implement data structures for every scheduling policy. For Linux 5.1, this means
3 subschedulers, using lists, red-black trees and nested red-black trees.

5.2 Memory Integrity Checks

We check the integrity of two memory areas of the Linux kernel that are fre-
quently targeted by rootkits: the system call table and the text segment of the
kernel itself. System calls are the interface the kernel offers to user-space pro-
cesses. When processes need to perform actions that are the kernel’s responsi-
bility, they invoke the appropriate system call. Such actions include interactions
with files, network sockets, etc. The kernel uses an array of function pointers,
known as the system call table. Rootkits often replace pointers in this array and
re-implement certain system calls. Therefore, we compute the hash of the system
call table using the SHA-256 hash algorithm.

Another common and similar rootkit technique is inline hooking [11]. In this
case, the attacker modifies the code of an existing function, usually by rewriting
the first few instructions to a jump such that during execution, the code jumps
to the desired replacement. To detect inline hooks, we compute the SHA-256
hash of the entire text segment of the kernel, which contains all the code of the
Linux kernel.
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5.3 File Integrity Checks

By-default OP-TEE does not provide access to the file systems of the REE,
however, it is capable of using it for Secure Storage. The API written for this
does not aim to be a general purpose API for file access, so we had to extend it
and apply some patches in order to be able to access arbitrary files. Again, for
implementation details, the reader is referred to [15].

Our implementation provides a simple interface which can be used to check
the integrity of any part of the REE file systems. This can be done invoking two
functions, namely hash file and hash dir. The former one expects a filename
as parameter, and an output buffer, where the computed hash of the file will be
stored. If the file exists, it opens it, reads it by 4096-byte-long blocks, and feeds
these blocks into a hash context. After reaching the end of the file, the SHA-256
hash is written to the output buffer. The latter one expects more parameters:
a directory name, an output buffer, a boolean indicating if it should hash the
directory recursively, and an optional blacklist. In case of non-recursive hash-
ing, all subdirectories will be ignored. If a blacklist is supplied, all elements are
checked against it, thereby the hashing files or directories with volatile content
can be avoided. The contents of directories are sorted alphabetically.

5.4 Network Checks

We also implemented checks targeting the network stack of the kernel. In this
subsystem, rootkits typically implement two kind of attacks: hiding open con-
nections and implementing “magic packet” functionality. In the case of rootkits,
this means performing a predefined action, when the infected system receives
a specially crafted network packet. So far, we identified one way to hide open
sockets and three mechanisms what can be abused by attackers to implement
magic packets. For these checks to work properly, we assume that every necessary
driver is compiled into the kernel.

The most common way to implement magic packets is using the Netfilter
subsystem, the backend of Linux firewall solutions. Netfilter stores firewall rules
in so-called chains. Each supported protocol (like IPv4, IPv6, ARP, etc.) has five
chains, one for each stage of packet processing. Each chain acts as an arraylist,
containing Netfilter hooks, storing function pointers. When a packet is checked
against a specific chain, all hooks in the chain are invoked, and the packet is
accepted only, if all hooks accept it. These hook functions, however, can have side
effects, so an attacker can implement a firewall rule which executes his payload,
if certain conditions are met. Our solution traverses all the hooks of every chain,
and if any of the function pointers store a value that is not pointing into the
text segment of the kernel, it is considered to be a sign of rootkit infection.

We also check structures called icmp control. The kernel uses an array of
these to determine what handler function should be executed for different kinds
of ICMP packets. The packet’s type field is used to index this array. We check
all function pointers the same way as we did in the case of Netfilter hooks.
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The kernel uses net protocol structures to register handler functions for
different protocols, like UDP, TCP and IGMP. These structures contain handler,
error handler and demultiplexer functions, which can be hooked and used to
implement magic packet functionality. We perform the same integrity check on
these pointers as described above.

Finally, we implemented a check targeting hidden network connections. Files
in the /proc/net directory give information about open connections. The con-
tent of these files is generated on-demand using seq ops. These objects store
function pointers to iterate a specific data structure and display information
about its elements. Rootkits often target these to hide open connections, there-
fore we check these function pointers the same way as we checked the others.

6 Evaluation and Discussion

The presented TEE-based remote attestation scheme, T-RAID, provides security
guarantees similar to those of HYDRA [5]:

1. A trusted application in the TEE, the Prover TA, handles the private key
used to set up a secure channel with the Verifier. Every message, including
the Prover’s responses to the Verifier’s challenges are authenticated by this
channel, which means that the Verifier can be sure that the responses come
from the given Prover. In addition, the private key of the Prover is stored in
the secure storage of the TEE, hence, the key remains protected and invisible
from the potentially compromised REE.

2. Strict separation of the secure memory used by the TEE from processes in
the REE prevents the leakage of the private key after it has been used.

3. TEE-based integrity protection of TAs prevents their illegitimate modification
by untrusted processes of the REE. This property ensures similar guarantees
for TAs as a ROM would ensure. Thus, neither the Prover TA nor the Rootkit
Detector TA can be modified, and hence, the integrity checks are performed
and their results are reported correctly to the Verifier.

4. Interrupts can be disabled and re-enabled in the TEE. Disabling them when
the Rootkit Detector TA is invoked ensures the uninterruptable execution of
our integrity checks, with some caveats that we discuss later in this section.

5. TEE-based invocation mechanism of TAs enforces that the execution of a TA
always begins at its entry point. This contributes to the correct execution of
the integrity checks and correct reporting of their results.

6. Secure reset is not needed, as the TEE enforces the controlled invocation of
every TA.

Unfortunately, our current prototype has two known weaknesses. The first
one is that file operations in OP-TEE are delegated to the REE side where they
can actually be interrupted. Moreover, as file operations usually take a long
time, they will almost surely be interrupted by the task scheduler of the OS.
This is a limitation of OP-TEE, other TEE implementations may implement
file operations within the TEE itself. Nevertheless, if T-RAID is implemented
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using OP-TEE as the TEE, one has to be aware that property 4 may not hold.
Disabling the file system related integrity checks would make property 4 satisfied,
but then malware could clear itself from memory and hide its components in
persistent storage, from which it may be potentially reloaded later on.

The second weakness is that on multi-core processors, such as most ARM pro-
cessors, other, potentially untrusted processes may run in parallel to our TAs on
different cores. Those processes may interfer with the execution of our integrity
checks. For instance, a malware running on a different core could remove a hook
from the system call table before it is hashed by our Rootkit Detector TA and
put the hook back once the hashing is completed. The only reliable countermea-
sure to this is disabling all but one cores during the entire attestation process.
At the time of this writing, we are experimenting with the implementation of
this idea.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed T-RAID, a TEE-based remote attestation scheme
for IoT devices. T-RAID follows the hybrid approach to remote attestation: it
is mostly based on software and uses only limited hardware support. Notably,
T-RAID relies only on the hardware support provided for the TEE itself by
the processor and its memory management unit. Considering that TEEs are
already widely supported by certain classes of embedded devices, T-RAID is an
affordable solution for IoT systems built from such devices.

We showed that T-RAID has similar security properties to those of HYDRA,
a secure remote attestation scheme proposed in the past. T-RAID, however, per-
forms more complex integrity checks on the device aiming at detecting rootkits
both in memory and in persistent storage. While our integrity checks effectively
detect malware, unfortunately, our current prototype implementation of T-RAID
has some weaknesses stemming from limitations of OP-TEE, the TEE implemen-
tation that we use, and the inherent parallelism provided by multi-core processor
architectures.
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Abstract. Millions of user accounts have been exposed by data breaches
within the last years. The leaked credentials pose a huge threat to many
because they can be used for credential stuffing and brute-force attacks
across all online services. The best solution for this problem seems to be
the use of 2nd-factor authentication, like hardware tokens or one-time
passwords. While these are great solutions, they cause many problems
for users because they are too expensive, difficult to manage, or just
not user-friendly. In this paper, we will present the results of a study
that shows that users need and want secure authentication, as long as
it is quick, easy, and free of charge. Hence, we investigate how recent
advancements in smartphone security and authentications standards can
be used to build a mobile authenticator that is easy to use, free of charge,
and as secure as a hardware token. Therefore we leverage the Trusted
Execution Environment of the Android platform to implement a FIDO
compliant authentication mechanism on the smartphone. Furthermore,
we integrate this mobile authenticator into a password manager app, to
reduce user interaction, simplify the setup and provide an encompassing
solution for the user.

Keywords: 2nd-factor authentication · Data breaches · Leaked
credentials · Fast IDentity Online · Trusted execution environments ·
Secure logins · Low cost security · Password manager · Biometric
authentication

1 Introduction

The number of leaked credentials caused by data breach attacks has been
increased tremendously over the past years [16,20,23]. According to our statis-
tics, there is a steady increase in the number of breaches since 2005 and an
increase of 45% just in the year 2017 [15]. Moreover, many users use the same or
a similar password for every service, hence more than just the targeted service
is under threat [16]. To tackle this issue, companies and researchers are trying
their best to secure user logins against password stuffing attacks.
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One of the most promising solutions to this problem is 2nd-factor authenti-
cation. Here, Users have to prove their identity twice during the login process
by providing their password and a 2nd-factor such as hardware tokens, mobile
TANs, or providing a cryptographic signature. The FIDO Alliance and its biggest
partners, e.g. Google, are playing a key role in this fight to make authentication
more secure, e.g., by promoting the use of hardware tokens [11]. Hardware tokens
are small little devices, just like USB thumb drives, that can be connected to
most devices to enable 2nd-factor authentication. While the cryptographic fun-
dament is very solid and the overall idea of hardware tokens is outstanding,
we suppose that hardware tokens don’t scale. The reason for this assumption
becomes clear, even before a user is ready to use it. The average price of a
security token is somewhere between $30–$70 [25]. This price tag appears small
for some people but becomes problematic if we imagine worldwide adoption. It
becomes even worse when we incorporate that a single token is not enough, since
users need to have backup tokens in case they lose or break these devices. As
we see the threat of leaked credentials is growing and 2nd-factor authentication
is providing a good solution for some, but we have to admit that solutions like
hardware tokens might not scale for everyone due to their costs and management
overhead.

Hence, in this work we want to show how a mobile authenticator can be
built without the costs of an additional hardware device, but with similar secu-
rity standards. Therefore we combine recent advancements of FIDO standards
and new security features of the Android mobile operating system, to build a
mobile authenticator that can be used on every FIDO compliant web service.
We will explain how to implement such a mobile authenticator, how the under-
lying technology works and why we consider it secure. In summary, we make the
following contributions:

– We discuss the issue of data breaches and how they are threatening all online
services, not only those that have been attacked recently.

– We compare the current approaches for 2nd-factor authentication, discuss
their limitations and identify the main reasons for the lack of adoption.

– We design and implement a mobile authenticator that combines the most
recent advancements of the FIDO authentication standard and Android Secu-
rity, to enable secure authentication for everyone.

– To simplify the overall process, we integrate our solution into the Avira Pass-
word Manager, which is freely available via the following link:
https://www.avira.com/en/password-manager

2 Background

This section provides the necessary background knowledge about password secu-
rity, data breaches, authentication, and security keys.

https://www.avira.com/en/password-manager
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2.1 The Data Breach Problem

A data breach is a disclosure of private and confidential information. During the
past few years, these incidents have increased tremendously. According to ‘Have
I Been Pwned’, 11 billion user accounts from roughly 550 different websites have
been compromised by data breaches so far [23]. The rising number of leaks is the
result of the surging number of hacking attempts - automated phishing, malware,
and brute-force attacks somewhere hit a target and allow the attacker to gain
unauthorized access to databases full of user credentials [16]. When this data
becomes public, it becomes a big issue for all online services, since many people
reuse the same credentials on multiple services or use password patterns that
are simple to guess [6]. This is how data breaches become a threat for countries,
individuals, and big organizations. For example, affected companies may have
to compensate their customers, become incapable of acting for weeks or months,
and can even face court. Worst of all, the loss is unpredictable and can be low or
high. One study from 2018 estimates that the average cost of a data breach in
the U.S. is around $7.91 million, and almost 30% of all companies lose revenue
after a data breach [18]. As we see, data breaches can have a huge impact, not
only in a financial way but also on the operation, reputation, and image of an
organization. A well-known solution to tackle this problem is to secure the logins
with strong 2nd-factor authentication.

2.2 Hardware Authenticators

One way to integrate 2nd-factor authentication are Hardware Authenticators. By
adding a 2nd layer of protection, an attacker can not log into a leaked account
without the Hardware Authenticator device and the secret key it contains [19].
Hardware Authenticators are easy to use because they don’t require batteries or
some kind of additional software in order to run nowadays. On the other hand,
a stolen or lost authenticator is an organizational disaster and can only be mit-
igated by adding multiple authenticators [19]. Several companies are producing
Hardware Authenticators like Yubico, Kensington, and Thetis [1,25]. They are
available in different price ranges, starting from $30 upwards. Security-Tokens
are largely adopted by some organizations, e.g., Google, Facebook, etc., and
have proven to be useful in practice [24]. The main reason for the great success
of these tokens is the cooperative work of the FIDO Alliance that defines and
maintains this open and independent technology for everyone.

2.3 FIDO

The Fast IDentity Online (FIDO) Alliance came into existence to promote new
authentication standards and reduce the use of passwords [21]. Because this is
an issue of many, the open industry association is supported by big companies,
e.g., Amazon, Facebook, Google, Microsoft, and American Express [9]. FIDO
covers a large number of technologies, including security tokens, smart cards,
NFC, communication standards, and also biometrics such as fingerprint, iris,
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Fig. 1. Registration and authentication process as defined by FIDO [11]

voice, and facial recognition. The core of FIDO mainly establishes the following
two processes:

i) Registration: A user receives a unique username and a randomly generated
challenge. Depending on that, the user authenticator can generate a public
and private key. This public key and some metadata are stored by the service
[21].

ii) Authentication: The user sends the given username to the service and receives
a new challenge. This challenge will be signed by the authenticator using its
private key and sent back to the service afterward. The service can validate
this signature using the public key of the user to verify its identity [21].

The most relevant parts of the FIDO specification for this work are FIDO
UAF, U2F, and CTAP [11]. FIDO Universal 2nd-factor (U2F) specifies a uni-
versal 2nd-factor experience. The Universal Authentication Framework (UAF)
defines the use of native device features like biometric authentication, e.g., finger-
print or face recognition [12]. FIDOs Client To Authenticator Protocol (CTAP)
describes how the OS and a browser, can establish a connection with external
devices via Bluetooth (BLE), Near Field Communication (NFC) or USB [10].

3 How to Solve the Data Breach Problem?

Several studies show, that breaches are getting more extensive and more fre-
quent [6,15]. In 2019 alone, there have been at least four major data breaches,
each impacting more than 200 million records. One of these, known as Collec-
tion #1, contains more than 2.7 billion email password pairs [6] and is one of
the largest data breaches on the Internet. Experts have reviewed the collection
and concluded that the list combined 2000 previous data breaches and added
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Fig. 2. More accounts, more breaches: The probability of owning a account that is part
of a data breach increases with the number of accounts the user owns [7].

an estimate of 140 million new email addresses and 10 million new passwords
from unknown sources [8]. In fact, for many breaches, it’s not clear where data
originates, because data get hacked, scrapped, and dropped in so many ways.
Sometimes hackers are selling label the data with the name of the affected com-
pany, sometimes the data is assembled from various data breaches, and in other
cases, the data is dropped without any further means. It’s also not clear, why
all the data get hacked in the first place because companies are often not able
to detect the breaches and avoid speaking about it. But we know, there are a
lot of bad security habits, such as weak and recycled passwords across various
accounts, badly maintained software that can be exploited, and poorly secured
databases. For example, leaked passwords are often available in plaintext rather
than in their hashed version [23]. One reason might be, that passwords are not
handled properly in the first place (hashing and salting passwords before they get
stored in a database). Another reason is, that hackers might be able to decrypt
them because weak or broken hashing algorithms have been used.

Whatever the reasons are, we often don’t know, but we can measure its
impact. As shown in Fig. 2, the more accounts a person owns, the higher the
probability that they will be hacked. This is the result of a study conducted
by Avira in early 2019 [6]. The data tell us, that users with 6 to 10 accounts
have a 15% chance of a breach. This probability jumps up to 35% when the
number of accounts is 100+. The main reason behind this increase seems to be
the heavy reuse of account names and passwords across various online services.
To follow up on this, Avira conducted an online survey with 2519 respondents
aged between 20–65 years in the US [6]. A key insight from this study is, that
users are more interested in simplifying authentication rather than just securing
it. When they have been asked for reasons to adopt password managers, 48% of
the participants said that they would adopt password managers, if they can log
in more quickly and easily. A few less (44% of the participants) have indicated
that they would use it to protect their passwords against hackers. Nevertheless,
another study from 2019 by Pearman et al., tells us that most people don’t want
to pay for a password manager solution and prefer to use a free version. Just a
few people said they might be willing to pay for this, and only if the tool was
very secure and very easy to use [22].
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In summary, science is telling us that we need to adopt more secure authenti-
cation, since data breaches and leaked accounts are threatening all online services
and their users. While people seem to know about the issue, they are only ready
to adapt if things are easier to use and will be free of charge.

4 A Secure Mobile Authenticator for Everyone

In this section, we explain how our mobile authenticator works and how we
connected the various advancement of FIDO and Android OS Security to build
a no-cost mobile authenticator for everyone.

Considering the recent advancements in phone security, a modern smart-
phone is in many ways as secure as a hardware authenticator. It can securely
store private keys within the secure key storage [3] and the Trusted Execution
Environment represents dedicated hardware, with well-defined cryptographic
algorithms, offering just a limited attack surface [5]. In other ways, a smart-
phone is even superior to hardware tokens: A phone can be updated, is always
with you and people already know how it’s used. A hardware token on the other
hand requires some effort to know how it works, you can lose or break it and
updates are not supported or rather complicated. Moreover, many smartphones
offer sophisticated algorithms for local authentication, e.g., finger or face recog-
nition, something a cheap hardware token can not offer with the same level of
security and useability. Finally, another great feature is to remotely find, lock, or
erase the phone in case of losing it or when it gets stolen [13]. To the best of our
knowledge, no hardware token offer such features, hence a stolen token requires
a user to invalidate the keys and manually regain access to his accounts. Hence,
we want to combine the most recent advancements in authentication standards
and smartphone security to create a mobile authenticator that enables secure
authentication for everyone. While keeping the same security level, as given with
hardware tokens, we remove the main drawbacks such as ease of use, updatabil-
ity, advanced local authentication, remote deletion, and most of all the additional
costs, which are major reasons for the lack of adoption.

Fig. 3. Mobile authenticator

In Fig. 3, we show how we imagine a mobile authentication setup. While the
underlying technology is much more complicated, we want to initially focus on
the abstract view on the applications layer with a user’s perspective in mind.
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The setup comprises certain devices, owned and managed by two parties: a user
owning a client device and a smartphone with the mobile authenticator installed.
On the other side, a server, owned by the service that supports FIDO compliant
authentication. This service can be anything from cloud services, social networks,
or just a simple mail service. The owner of the service needs to implement FIDO
compliant authentication. Therefore, he can use several FIDO certified third-
party products, e.g. WebAuthn Awesome, that need to be integrated into the
provided service [2]. While it requires some effort, it’s probably one of the best
ways to protect the service and its customers.

The communication between the components, shown in Fig. 3, can be estab-
lished as follows. The client device has a secure HTTPS connection to com-
municate with the service he wants to authenticate with. In addition, another
secure connection via BLE, NFC, or USB is created connection with the smart-
phone. The smartphone application, storing the private keys within the secure
key storage, can not directly access the keys, instead, it needs to authenticate
and communicate with the Trusted Execution Environment to execute crypto-
graphic operations that use the key. When the components have been assembled
in the right way, the registration and authentication procedures are ready to go.

Both registration and authentication, require 4 steps, as shown in Fig. 1. To
implement these operations, we build four Java modules i) a module to establish
a Bluetooth connection; ii) a module to encode, send and receive FIDO messages;
iii) a module to use the cryptographic operations of the secure TEE; iv) a module
to protect the access of the authenticator using biometric authentication. Using
these modules we have implemented two generic functions that can perform
FIDO registration and authentication procedures. Some of the implementation
details can be described by stepping through the typical use cases. Please note,
that we discuss the implementation for the smartphone only because the user
device and web service are not part of our work.

– Device connection: A secure connection using BLE is created between the
user device and the smartphone hosting the authenticator. For secure pairing
of both devices, we had to implement an android BLE class using a GATT
server. Once the devices have discovered each other, the client device gets
some connection information from the authenticator and can pair the devices.
When starting a 2nd-factor authentication, the browser will automatically
search for a connected authenticator device, e.g., via NFC, BLE, USB.

– Local Authentication: The mobile authenticator app needs to be installed
on the smartphone. The phone owner needs to authenticate every time he
wants to use the app. The local authentication has been implemented with
the face authentication procedures of the BiometricPrompt API. It supports
authentication using the user’s finger or iris, depending on which property is
enrolled by the user.

– Secure Key Storage: A user can register the authenticator with any FIDO
compliant service, after a successful login or even during account creation.
During the registration, the authenticator needs to be unlocked and consent
must be given to generate a new key pair. To generate the cryptographic keys
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Fig. 4. Message flow between authenticator, client device and the service [10]

we have used the ECPublicKey class to generate a public and private key
and to directly stored the private key within the Android Keystore. During
registration, the public key is transferred to the service using the message
API. Every registration will start another key setup and repeat the previously
described steps.

– Authentication: After registration, the user will be asked to provide the
2nd-factor on every new login attempt. At this point, the authenticator needs
to be unlocked using the local authentication feature. The authenticator sends
the username and implicitly requests a challenge from the service with the
message API. The message flow of this procedure is shown in Fig. 4. After
receiving the challenge, the authenticator needs to look up the private key
in the key manager of the Android Keystore. To sign the message within the
Android Keystore we used the KeyStore signMessage() method. Afterward,
the signature is passed to the app and the message API is used to transfer
the signature and some additional metadata to the service. A final response
will indicate if the access is granted or not.

4.1 Integration of the Authenticator into a Password Manager

Another idea we want to present is to integrate the mobile authenticator into a
password manager application (PWM). A PWM is a tool that can create, store,
and enter passwords for you in a secure way. It will store the passwords within
a cryptographically secured file, that can only be accessed by entering a master
password to protect the data from unauthorized access. Nowadays, not only
password but all kinds of data can be stored, such as credit card information,
notes, images, etc. Most vendors further provide browser extensions, smartphone
apps, and online backup features to make it very convenient to use. Some popular
examples are Enpass, Avira Password Manager, Bitwarden, Authy, LastPass,
and 1Password.

We think, that the integration of the mobile authenticator into a PWM makes
sense for two reasons: First, the user might already use the PWM to access the
credentials for the first authentication step. Second, we can reduce the number
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Fig. 5. Integration of the mobile authenticator into the avira password manager

of apps used which improves user confidence and makes it more quick and easy
to use. Only a single app needs to be installed and managed to grant access to
your credentials and to unlock the 2nd-factor capabilities. Furthermore, only a
single authentication, using finger or face recognition, is required to unlock all
the secrets and access the mobile authentication functionality.

For these reasons, we integrated the mobile authenticator into the Avira
Password Manager, as shown in Fig. 5. The mobile authenticator can be enabled
within the settings of the PWM. Afterward, the authenticator is active in the
background and will communicate with the user via different prompts.

To implement the mobile authenticator we used Java and Kotlin, the stan-
dard programming language for Android development. Furthermore, we have
used the following libraries to build our solution. Jackson data-bind library is
used for data binding, which is used to convert JSON to and from plain java
objects. For the UI integration of the Authenticator, we used the Android Mate-
rial Design library, which provides some easy-to-use front-end widgets. Google
guava API providing an advanced Java collection framework and offers a lot of
handy features for functional programming, range objects, and hashing.

5 Discussion

In this section, we want to have a short discussion on the security of the imple-
mented authenticator. Furthermore, we want to discuss how the authenticator
compares to one-time passwords (OTP), which are often used to implement 2nd-
factor authentication while avoiding the various drawbacks of hardware tokens.

5.1 Authenticator Security

Considering the application of our mobile Authenticator, we have to discuss its
security. Our solution mainly relies on the following three security features of
the Android platform security: secure key storage, strong and secure crypto-
graphic algorithms, and a secure generation of cryptographic keys. The Android
Keystore system lets you store cryptographic keys in an isolated subcomponent,
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called the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), to make it very difficult to
extract key material from the device [3]. The key material is never exposed out-
side the TEE. If the Android OS is compromised, e.g., an attacker can read the
device’s memory, the attacker may be able to use any keys on the device, but can
not extract it from the device. Hence, once the keys are in the Keystore, they
are secure and can only be used with dedicated cryptographic operations. In
addition, this operation is restricted to authenticated users only, which requires
local authentication of the device owner. The Hardware security module contains
only well-known and largely tested cryptographic algorithms, that are considered
secure and state-of-the-art [4]. It also provides a dedicated true random-number
generator to generate cryptographic keys with sufficient entropy. Furthermore,
mechanisms such as resist package tampering and countermeasures against unau-
thorized side-loading of apps are in place to mitigate various memory attacks
[5]. In summary, the Android OS includes very advanced features to provide a
high level of security to protect the user’s data and the mobile authenticator.
Since the key will never leave the TEE, a lot of security measures are in place to
prevent the key extraction. Outside of this secure environment, the communica-
tion between the devices will be secured with secure BLE pairing and HTTPS.
Beyond that, when a data breach will affect one of the registered services, it
can not leak any new user credentials, because only a public key and a random
username is stored there.

5.2 Comparison with OTP

One-time passwords are 2nd-factor solutions, that are based on a shared secret
and a hash function to generate new and unique passwords [17]. Comparable
to the mobile authenticator, this solution requires registering a dedicated hard-
ware or software solution with the service that can securely store the shared
secret. Using this shared secret a derived password can be calculated, which
can be used to authenticate to the service [17]. In the past, a lot of companies
have implemented OTP, to add a 2nd-factor without the downsides of hardware
tokens.

When comparing both solutions, OPT and the authenticator, are very sim-
ilar but each of them has some advantages and disadvantages. Both systems
rely on the availability of the device. While OTP does work even without the
Internet, the authenticator requires Internet and a local connection via BLE,
NFC, or USB. On the other hand, this makes the authenticator easier to use,
because OTP typically requires to enter the 2nd-factor by hand and does not
exchange the authentication information automatically [17]. While OTP can be
synchronized with various apps like Google Authenticator, etc., the implemented
authenticator is device-specific and requires a Trusted Execution Environment
and advanced biometric authentication features.

Both solutions are very secure, but we think there are some major drawbacks
for OTP. An attacker breaching a large authentication database will be able to
generate valid OTP values at his will. With our authenticator, only a public
key will be leaked, which does not threaten the user at all. On the other hand,
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a lost or broken OTP token can be easily replaced with just another one that
only needs to be synchronized with a service [14]. A lost authenticator instead,
will be a real disaster. Once the authenticator is lost or broken, the keys can
never be extracted or recovered. When changing the smartphone device, it is
necessary to deregister or deactivate the authenticator for each service on its
own. A centralized deregistration of all authenticator tokens managed by the
app could be implemented within a PWM solution. This could help a user to
disable all 2nd-factor tokens managed by the current phone before deactivating
or reselling it. When activating a new phone, the user can start again to register
a new authenticator with the services, without the issue of being logged out.

6 Conclusion

In the following, we will summarize our work and discuss the milestones we have
achieved. The goal of our work was to investigate how the most recent advance-
ments in FIDO specifications and smartphone security can be leveraged to build
a secure mobile authenticator on the smartphone. To motivate our work, we dis-
cussed the various issues related to data breaches and presented some insights
and statistics that have been collected from Avira’s password manager. The data
shows clearly that 2nd-factor authentication is a strong requirement nowadays.
Hardware tokens are one way to implement this and they can prevent creden-
tial stuffing and brute-force attacks that can be affiliated to the rising number
of leaked credentials and data beaches [23]. While hardware tokens are a great
solution for many, they face some major issues when talking about worldwide
adoption. Hence, we build a mobile authenticator that connects the most recent
advancements in authentication standards and smartphone security, to enable
secure 2nd-factor authentication without additional hardware cost. We discussed
how to implement such a solution within the Android Trusted Execution Envi-
ronment and how to integrate it within the Avira Password Manager to make
the user experience more seamless and reduce user interaction. For the evalu-
ation, we have reviewed our solution in terms of security and we compared it
with one-time passwords, which are often used to implement 2nd-factor authen-
tication without additional hardware costs. Based on our work, we perceive the
mobile authenticator to be a robust, secure, and easy-to-use replacement for
hardware authenticators, which can reduce the key disadvantages of hardware
tokens, namely costs, management overhead, and usability.
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Abstract. With the development of communication technologies and
the increasing bandwidth of optical fibres and transmission speeds in
current 5G and future 6G wireless networks, there is a growing demand
for solutions organising traffic in such networks, taking into account both
end-to-end transmissions and the possibility of data processing by edge
services. The most pressing problems of today’s computer networks are
not only bandwidth and transmission delays, but also security and energy
consumption, which is becoming increasingly important in today’s cli-
mate. This paper presents a solution based on neural networks that
organises network traffic taking into account the above criteria - quality
of service (QoS), energy consumption and security.

Keywords: SDN · Random Neural Networks · Green computing ·
Edge computing · Energy-awareness · Green networking · Security ·
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1 Introduction

Today’s communication technologies are capable of transmitting increasing
amounts of data per second. Their source is not only the data of human-operated
applications, but increasingly the sensors and hubs of major applications such
as healthcare [6,31] and the of the Internet of Things (IoT) and other services.
However, the Internet’s ease of use and high bandwidth also creates tremendous
opportunities for attackers, so that all these Internet accessible systems need to
be protected from malicious attacks [5,32].

Since the computational capabilities of servers and workstations are limited
and they are not always able to process data at an appropriate speed, Cloud
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architectures have become the answer to this problem, grouping servers into
structures that provide huge computing capacities, but these need to be properly
accessed and scheduled [4,40,42]. The second trend, which is gaining momentum
especially with the development of 5G networks, is the multiplication of com-
puting services and their movement to the Edge, close to the users and to the
sources of data.

The primary purpose of a computer system aand network is to process and
transmit data while maintaining adequate Quality of Service (QoS) [20]. Dis-
turbances in QoS result in the need to wait for data, thus wasting computing
power, and often in the need to resend data, which in addition, in the case of
IoT devices, is associated with energy expenditure and shortening the life of
a battery-powered device. QoS problems could be avoided if it were possible
to place processing nodes close enough to the data source so that transmission
would not be a problem. However, this can be too costly, both at the invest-
ment stage and later when it comes to covering energy costs. Electricity, apart
from being an obvious cost for the operator, is obtained in the overwhelming
majority from non-renewable energy sources, and its unnecessary consumption
has an impact on the climate of our planet. It should therefore be saved for
both economic and ecological reasons [22]. How important, although underesti-
mated, is ‘green computing’ and ‘green networking’ [3,35] is shown by the fact
that, at present, the energy consumption of IT systems accounts for roughly 10%
of global electricity consumption, and by 2030 this share may even reach 20%
[1,16].

Another problem is security which needs to be assured [19,21]. As the value of
data transmitted over the network and processed on external servers increases, so
do the number of attacks on the infrastructure for transmitting, processing and
storing information. Modern computer systems must take this issue into account
already at the design level, according to the security-by-design principle.

Our ppaer addresses all these issues, improving network performance in terms
of QoS, power consumption and security [27]. This article is composed of six
main sections. In Sect. 2 we briefly introduce the reader to the topic of RNNs,
referring to previous publications on the subject. We show the specifics of the
environment that is the subject of the current research and the tailored solutions
that we have used. Section ?? discusses how to collect QoS, energy and security
data that RNNs use to make decisions. Section 3 presents the experimental part,
including a description of the implementation and the testbed. It also includes a
discussion of the obtained results. The whole work is summarised in the Sect. 4.

2 Random Neural Networks for the Control of Computer
Networks

The optimization the QoS of distributed systems has been discussed in numer-
ous publications [28,38,39,41,42]. QoS versus energy consumption of distributed
services has also been examined experimentallly in [18]. However, the focus on
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security is more recent and its impact on network management and routing is
examined in [10,11,17].

To control the network in terms of multiple criteria, including QoS, secu-
rity and energy in our case, we use a solution based on Random Neural Net-
works (RNNs) [12,13], trained using Reinforcement Learning. RNNs optimize
data packet transmission paths as well as the selection of Egde Computing ser-
vices in such a way as to maintain an appropriate (predefined) balance between
QoS, energy consumption and security. The switches and servers of a computer
network form a distributed system, and its optimization is a variation of a well-
known problem. However, by using the RNN and placing our system in a Soft-
ware Defined Network (SDN) environment as in [8,9], we show that familiar
Machine Learning techniques can also be used in state-of-the-art network archi-
tectures.

It should be noted, however, that the use of an SDN controller to implement
the presented solutions is convenient from the point of view of demonstrating
the usefulness of RNN in computer network control, but due to the distributed
architecture of the RNN-based Decision Engine the same solutions can - under
certain conditions - also be applied to a traditional, fully distributed network
architecture.

The problems of SDN design and optimization are discussed in survey paper
[36], taking into account not only energy efficiency issues, but also touching on
security problems. Security issues in SDN have received a number of publica-
tions, for example in [2]. An interesting survey article on system deployment and
optimization, shedding light on our work, was published in [25]. The popularity
of this technology and the ease of implementation of routing control algorithms
are also significant.

2.1 The Goal of the Decision System

The system we consider consists of:

– The set of network SDN switches or forwarders S = {s1, .. sn} that are
interconnected via a network graph, where S is the set of nodes and A is the
n × n one-hop binary connection matrix between nodes.

– Every switch s ∈ S may have connected “clients” or Edge services.
– The set of Clients is C = {c1, ... cm} and each client c has a node or switch

s(c) to which it is directly connected .
– Edge services are used to offload specific cloud services (with their processing

capacity and/or repositories) that are operating in close proximity so as to
offer fast service to the clients. They belong to a set E = {e1, ... eM} of
M services which all offer equivalent facilities in terms of processing and the
ability to provide specific data. Also any service e is connected to some switch
or node s(e).

The Goal of the decision system is to find a P among the set of switches S to
connect the pair of clients (c, c′), c, c′ ∈ C or the client-service pair (c, e), c ∈
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C, e ∈ E. The choice of the path is based on the QoS, security and energy
criteria, or one or two of these criteria. For ease of notation we will denote a
connection (c, c′) or (, e) as a “flow” f .

Thus a path:

– P = P (c, c′) from c to c′ is P (c, c′) = (s(c), s(P )1, ... .s(P )l(P )−2, s(c′)), or
– A path P = P (c, e) from c to e is P (c, e) = (s(c), s(P )1, ... .s(P )l(P )−2, s(e)),

where
– A(s(c), s(P )1) = 1, A(s(P )i, s(P )i+1) = 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ l(P ) − 3,

A(Pl(P )−2, s(c′)) = 1, A(Pl(P )−2, s(e)) = 1,
– and l(P ) denotes the length of the path P in number of switches or nodes.

Thus we can now formulate the goal function G for given flow and path as the
weighted sum of three criteria:

G(f, P ) = aQ(f, P ) + bT (f, P ) + cJ(f, P ), (1)

where a, b, c are non-negative constants with a + b + c = 1, and Q(f, P ) is
the QoS value for given flow f using path P . For instance, Q(f, P ) can be the
end-to-end delay per packet for flow f on path P or the corresponding packet
loss, or some combination thereof. The measurement of such metrics is presented
in Section ?? below.

T (f, P ) is the trust metric that expresses the level of insecurity of traffic
belonging to given flow f going along the path P . It can be obtained via Attack
or Anomaly Detectors, Honeypots or similar entities, that asseses the probability
or some other non-negative metric, that connection f is harmed by devices on
path P . Note that T (f, P ) may be symmetric so that it may characterize the
effect of f on P , rather than the opposite. Furthermore it may be expressed as
the cumulative effect of all the nodes on path P , such as:

T (f, P ) =
∑

s∈P

T (f, s), or T (f, P ) = max{T (f, s) : s ∈ P}. (2)

J(f, P ) is the energy consumed per packet by flow f by devices along path P ,
which can be computed from the power consumption and traffic rate, as follows:

J(f, P ) =
∑

s∈P

Π(s, λ(s))
λ(s)

, (3)

where Π(s) is the power consumption when switch or node s carries the traffic
rate λ(s) while:

λ(s) =
∑

f∈F

∑

s∈f

λ(f), (4)

and λ(f) is the traffic rate of connection f , and F = {f} is the set of all active
connections.
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2.2 RNN Based Routing for Path Control

The approach taken here is to use the Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) idea
[14,15,23], so as to store inside the SDN Controller a “good” or near-optimal
path P (f) for flow f = (c, e) from client c to edge device e that minimizes
G(f, P (f)). Thus, rather than calculate ex-nihilo for each upcoming connection
f = (c, e) the path P (f), we follow the CPN approach that maintains for each
router or switch (i.e. node) s, a Random Neural Network [12] that computes
the best “next hop” from s to s′(s, e)), where s′(s, e) is the node to which s is
connected and that minimizes G((s, e), P (s, e)).

Since our study is focused on the IoT where the real-time operation is crucial,
the path link latencies were chosen as the key QoS metric. Since a SDN controller
within its standard means has no direct way to measure the latency on the
links and paths, Cognitive Packets (CP) were employed as described in [24]
were described for this purpose. CPs have also been employed in SDN networks
previously [9,33,34], but the concept of the Cognitive Network Map (CNM) was
extended with all necessary data within single data structure.

2.3 Energy

Fig. 1. Measurement circuit for power versus traffic characteristics.

Most network devices do not have the ability to directly measure energy during
operation. However, since each network packet handled needs to be processed and
transmitted, it is obvious that the amount of energy consumed during operation
of a network switch depends on the traffic intensity. The energy characteristic
reflecting the amount of energy in Watts [W] depending on the amount of net-
work traffic passing through the switch is, on the one hand, easy to measure in
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the laboratory, and on the other hand - during operation in the real system -
gives the SDN controller, knowing the current throughput of the node, a suf-
ficiently precise answer to the question “How much energy does the network
switch consume at this moment”.

The SDN switches used in our experiments are Intel NUC devices [26] that
run Open vSwitch [29]. Our approach, however, is universal in the sense that it
can be applied to any network switch or router.

The laboratory setup used for the measurements if the power drawn during
data transfer is presented in Fig. 1. After setting of the traffic level given in Mb/s
the energy measurement was done. The traffic was generated and received by
workstations connected to the NUC device. The experiment was carried out for
successive for increasing traffic levels as shown in Fig. 2.

The electronic circuit which is used to condition the signal obtained from a
sensor which measures the current, is based on precision operational amplifiers.
The Hall effect-based current sensor ACS712-05 (0–5A current range) is galvan-
ically isolated from the copper conduction path, integrated into the IC, which
is used to pass the measured current. This path was connected in series with
the supply wire on the constant DC voltage side at UDC = 19.5V , of the AC
adapter used for the NUC’s as shown in Fig. 1. The output signal from the sen-
sor is amplified in a single-ended amplifier and then converted to the differential
form. The instantaneous value of the measured power can then be found from
the following relationship:

P = UDC .i = UDC
Um

kuS
= AUm, in Watts , (5)

where S = 185mV/A is the sensitivity of the current sensor, and A =
UDC/(kuS) = 520.9A is a constant with ku = 2 which is related to the instru-
mentation, and Um is the measured output voltage of the single-sided differential
converter shown at “channel 1” of Fig. 1, which results from the Hall-effect mea-
surement of the NUC input current.

To reduce the effect of noise and interference, thirty separate measurements
were repeated for the power consumption as a function of incoming and outgoing
traffic, and the results are summarised in Fig. 2. Then we extracted the difference
of the energy consumption between the basic level for zero traffic and the value
for a given traffic level, and the increase of energy consumption per traffic volume
in Mb is presented in Fig. 3.

2.4 Security

The level of trust in a given flow, and therefore in the device that generates it,
can be assessed using external entities. Within the network, nodes and devices
with higher and lower sensitivity may be defined. For example, the failure of
some nodes has a greater impact on the operation of the entire network than in
the case of other nodes, and attacking such a node will cause more damage than
otherwise. Security-aware routing aims to direct suspicious traffic away from
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Fig. 2. The dependence between the instantaneous power consumption and traffic load
of the Intel NUC when used as a switch or router.

vulnerable nodes, if possible. Trust assessing entities can be Attack Detectors or
Honeypots, e.g. [17,30]. We employed SYN attack detector presented in [7].

3 Experiments and Results

The experiments we performed were done in the IITiS laboratory. The test net-
work consisted of seven NUC devices working as SDN switches, plus SDN con-
troller, client machines and attack detector. The basic topology of the network
is presented in Fig. 4

For clarity of results presentation, and in order to concisely present the dif-
ferent possibilities of our solution, two separate experiments were performed,
however the basic network configuration remained the same. The course and
results of the experiments follows.

3.1 Point-to-Point Transmission in Insecure Environment

The aim of the experiment was to reflect the situation of point-to-point com-
munication in the situation of an attack. As presented in Fig. 6, point-to-point
communication from c1 to c6 client devices was established and put under obser-
vation. In this experiment energy efficiency was not taken into consideration, to
avoid too many factors influencing the results, making it hard to separate the
influence of each of them on the final results.

The experiment had three steps:
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Fig. 3. The energy used per Mb in the function of switch load.

– Normal communication from c1 to c6
– QoS deterioration on the link c1–c4
– Security problem detected – the need to bypass sensitive nodes c3 and c5

The measurement included latency on the path c1 to c6. System reaction to
changing conditions can be easily observed in the Fig. 5. After some time needed
for the neural network to test various conditions and possibilities the path which
is both fast and secure was found. The network configurations in particular steps
are presented in Figs. 6, 8 and the final on in 8

3.2 Energy-efficient Access to the Edge

The final topology of the second experiment is presented in Fig. 9. It include
24 client devices (implemented as virtual machines) and seven edge services.
Every switch was accompanied by the separate service instance. The energy
characteristics is taken into account, as well as total time of request handling
by the Edge services. The total handling time included: time of client-to-service
communication tcs, request handling in the server tr, time of service-to-client
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communication tsc. The second component of the goal function was energy effi-
ciency, and energy characteristics from the Fig. 3 was loaded into SDN controller
for readouts of energy usage based on traffic in each switch. The RNN decision
engine was used for path-and-service choice (Fig. 7).

Fig. 4. The configuration of experimental test-bed

The course of the experiment included loading the network with heavy traf-
fic of stress-test type, as such a load was best to show differences in energy
usage. Seven steps of experiments were performed, in every step the total load
in the network was increased by 1 Gb/s. In the first run only QoS optimisation
was performed as a reference result, then both QoS and Energy components
were included into the Goal functions. The results, presented in Figs. 10 and 11,
show positive influence of the latter version of Goal function on the total energy
consumption. with minor effect on QoS.

4 Conclusions

The paper presents the possibilities of using modern tools from the field of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) to control the operation
of computer networks. It has been shown that theoretical capabilities of RNNs
can be translated into practical applications, and appropriately constructed goal
functions perform complex routing based on several criteria simultaneously.

Among the criteria tested experimentally are the possibilities of increasing
the security and reducing the energy consumption of the IT infrastructure, which
are very relevant for today’s IT systems. These very promising ideas have been
tested in several experiments which demonstrate their practical value in the
framework of Software Defined Networks.
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Fig. 5. The delay in time between clients 1 and 6

Fig. 6. The c1–c6 path configuration – stage 1
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Fig. 7. The c1–c6 path configuration – stage 2
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Abstract. The traffic from the large number of IoT devices connected
to the IoT is a source of congestion known as the Massive Access Problem
(MAP), that results in packet losses, delays and missed deadlines for real-
time data. This paper reviews the literature on MAP and summarizes
recent results on two approaches that have been designed to mitigate
MAP. One approach is based on randomizing the packet arrival instants
to IoT gateways within a given time interval that is chosen so that packet
arrivals do not exceed their deadlines, but also so that they do not consti-
tute bulk arrivals. The second approach is a novel traffic shaping policy
named the Quasi-Deterministic-Transmission-Policy (QDTP) which has
been proved to drastically reduce queue formation at the receiving gate-
way by delaying packet departures from the IoT devices in a judicious
manner. Both analytical and experimental results are summarized, that
describe the benefits of these techniques.

Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT) · IoT Gateways · Massive Access
Problem · Diffusion approximation · Trace driven simulations ·
Quasi-Deterministic Transmission Policy

1 Introduction

The number of Internet of Things (IoT) devices is increasing rapidly with the
increasing needs of smart cities, healthcare applications, autonomous systems,
and smart vehicles [6,7,12,40], causing the overload of communication channels
and gateways [27]. This results in the Massive Access Problem (MAP) where
high latency and queue lengths can lead to packet loss and deadline violations.
In addition, congestion can lead to increased energy consumption at IoT devices
and gateways due to repeated requests for access and increased processing times
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[2,15], thus contributing to the worldwide increase in energy consumption for
ICT [14].

Thus, substantial work over the last several years [3,11,28–30,34,35,39,46–
51,55,56] attempts to solve MAP in various ways.

In this paper, we first briefly review methodologies and results with regard
to reactive or proactive (predictive) solutions that can mitigate MAP. Then, we
summarize two recent research avenues: Randomization of Transmission Times
[36] and a novel traffic shaping policy – the Quasi-Deterministic-Transmission-
Policy (QDTP) [18,19,25]. We illustrate the results these approaches offer via
analytical techniques and trace driven simulations using a publicly available
dataset of up to 6400 IoT devices [1] with different deadline constraints.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews recent
research focusing on MAP. Section 3 summarizes two recent studies on MAP
based on analytical and experimental results. Finally in Sect. 4 our main conclu-
sions are presented.

2 Review of Prior Work on MAP

This section reviews the prior work on MAP in two categories as reactive
solutions and predictive/proactive solutions. Early research addressed MAP by
reducing congestion through adaptive Random Re-Routing (RRR) [20–22] which
improves the QoS of a sensor network by dynamically changing packet routes
when congestion is detected. In related work [42], an information theoretic tech-
nique selectively reduces the amount of traffic by increasing transmission effi-
ciency, and improves the QoS in sensor networks.

More recent work has proposed solutions to MAP, assuming that IoT traffic
is generated at random, and using approaches mostly based on Access Class
Barring (ACB). In [35] ACB is enhanced by using Markov chains to model
the status of preambles and to forecast active devices, while other work [30]
developed the recursive ACB algorithm based on instantaneous detection of idle
preambles. Recent work [28] also developed recursive ACB which adapts the
probability that a device sends a preamble based on estimating the number of
active IoT devices. The performance of ACB has been analyzed under different
parameters for Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications [55], and enhanced
by Reinforcement Learning (RL) to select its parameter (i.e. barring rate) with
respect to network conditions [56]. In [29] deep RL techniques are proposed to
maximize the number of devices that successfully access the medium without
collisions.

In [34] an access scheme for M2M communication that clusters machine-
type devices according to their requirements and locations is used. The Non-
Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) based technique is presented for networks
with a massive number of devices in [51]. Moreover, in order to address MAP,
in [3] a collision detection based random access technique is developed, and in
[49] a hybrid technique that combines slotted-Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) and Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
schemes are suggested.
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2.1 Proactive Solutions

IoT devices are quite simple and cannot easily be coordinated for timing or
scheduling [24] based on distributed control [8,10]. Thus recent experimental
results [37,38] show that machine learning techniques can be used to predict IoT
traffic generated by individual devices, and other work [11,39,46–48,50] designs
proactive/predictive access schemes that determine the transmission times from
IoT devices based on such predictions to mitigate the MAP.

Other work [31,45,48] has developed proactive access schemes for Machine-
to-Human (M2H) or Human-to-Machine (H2M) traffic, while earlier research
[43,44] has focused on Human-to-Human (H2H) traffic. In [43] a schedule-based
protocol an expert system is used to determine schedules that minimize delay and
maximize channel utilization. In [44], forecasts of data rates of individual appli-
cations are used to schedule channel scheduling, and network load has also been
balanced based on the forecast of the total load of all machine-type devices [31].
To mitigate the latency bottleneck due to the contention in optical or wireless
networks [48], the proactive allocation of bandwidth to transmissions of packet
bursts based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN) forecasts is studied, while in
[45] the prediction of network throughput for better Quality of Experience (QoE)
is investigated.

Fast Uplink Grant (FUG) is one of the predictive access schemes presented in
3GPP Release 14 to provide predetermined uplink allocations for IoT devices [4,
5,52]. In [50], IoT packet transmissions have been modelled with a binary Markov
process, while in [11] a FUG allocation technique was developed by combining
Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural
networks.

Another trend [39,46,47] on predictive access schemes addresses MAP by
using Joint Forecasting Scheduling (JFS), and in [39] JFS was proposed to sched-
ule transmissions based on forecasts of generation times and sizes of bursts. JFS
can be recursively enhanced with a Multi-Scale Algorithm (MSA), where the per-
formance of JFS and the length of scheduling horizon, are significantly increased
[46] (over 96% throughput) for 6400 devices with variable latency constraints.
However, the computational requirements of MSA are very high and in [47] a
scheduling heuristic is used to determine JFS transmission times for using mul-
tiple frequency channels.

Most recently the Randomization of Generation Times (RGT) preprocessing
algorithm [36] is shown to significantly improve the performance of scheduling
heuristics with very low computational cost for large numbers of IoT devices.
Also, the Quasi-Deterministic Transmission Policy (QDTP) traffic shaping app-
roach [19,25] has been shown, using queueing theory, diffusion approximations
[16] and trace driven simulations, to mitigate the MAP by drastically reducing
the waiting time at gateways. This research has shown that RGT and QDTP
can mitigate MAP with very low computational requirements for up to 6400 IoT
devices. In the remainder of this article, we shall outline how these two avenues
of recent research can alleviate MAP.
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3 Mitigating MAP Using Queueing Theory and Diffusion
Approximations

We will summarize together the results of two recent articles [19,36], which offer
solutions to reduce MAP. To this end, we first present the analysis in [19] of
the probability that the deadline of an IoT packet is met, providing a basis for
access policies in IoT networks. Then we review the RGT [36] and QDTP [19]
algorithms and their performance.

In [19], the collection of IoT devices that generate packets, the communication
channel, and the receiving gateway are represented as two cascaded queues [9,
32,41,53]:

– The first queue translates the generation instant at the IoT device for the
j-th packet rj , into its transmission instant tj , and

– The second queue starts with the transmission instants tj that feeds directly
into the IoT gateway where the j-th packet is served in FIFO (First-In-First-
Out) order with a service duration pj .

– Note that in this case, the transmission delay within the communication chan-
nel is taken to be zero, i.e. it is assumed to be small enough to be as compared
to pj and to the durations between the other successive instants, so that the
packet leaving the IoT device at time tj arrives at the gateway at the same
time instant.

Let the IoT device generats traffic in bursts of bits that are sent at the same time
instant, where burst j is generated at discrete time slot rj and should be recieved
by dj . That is, we assume that there is a deadline Δj for each burst j beyond
which j is of “no value”. Thus, the burst j (which can also be considered as a
packet) must arrive at the receiver gateway by dj = rj + Δj . Furthermore, the
packets of various IoT devices are processed in time ordered fashion in First-In-
First-Out (FIFO) order, and pj be the “service time” during which the receiving
gateway is occupied by packet j.

3.1 The Probability of Meeting Deadlines

Let the j-th packet sent from any of the IoT devices, enumerated in time order
(i.e. the j − th packet is generated before the j + 1-th packet), be transmitted
from its IoT device exactly at the instant rj when it is generated. Then the
time spent between the generation time rj and the time when it starts being
processed at the gateway, i.e. its total waiting time, is denoted by Wj , and is
given by Lindley’s recursive equation [32,53]:

Wj+1 = [Wj + pj − rj+1 + rj ]+ , j = 0, 1, 2, . (1)

where r0 = 0. Note that the conventional notation [X]+, for a real number X,
means that [X]+ = 0 when X < 0, and [X]+ = X if X ≥ 0.

Assuming that the generation times coincide with the transmission times,
if the sequence generation and service times, and deadlines {rj , pj , Δj}j≥0
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constitute a stationary random process, the probability Πj that the packet j
does not meet its deadline is given by:

Πj = Prob[Rj = Wj + pj > rj + Δj ], and Π = lim
j→∞

Πj , (2)

where Rj is known as the response time.
Since the focus of the work in [19,36] is on selecting the transmission instant

of each packet j, denoted by tj , to minimize Πj under each traffic load of the
network, Wj will be replaced by a total end-to-end delay Vj to each packet, where
Dj is a scheduling delay imposed to each successive packet, and Vj includes the
delay at the IoT device plus the delay at the gateway:

Vj = W a
j + W b

j , j ≥ 0, V0 = W a
0 = W b

0 = 0, and (3)

W a
j+1 = [W a

j + Dj − (rj+1 − rj)]+, tj = rj + W a
j , (4)

W b
j+1 = [W b

j + pj − (tj+1 − tj)]+. (5)

In other words, we impose an initial scheduling delay Dj to each successive
packet, and then consider the resulting effect on the transmission instant tj and
on the resulting delay at the IoT device W a

j followed by the delay at the gateway
W b

j . These matters are analyzed in detail in [25], wth a resulting effect on the
probability of missing the deadlines:

Π∗
j = Prob[R∗

j = Vj + pj > rj + Δj ], and Π∗ = lim
j→∞

Πj , (6)

when {rj , pj , Dj , Δj}j≥0 constitute a stationary random process.

3.2 Interarrival and Service Time Statistics

Next, in order to compute the interarrival and service time statistics, the app-
roach in [19] assumes that the pj ’s of all packets are independent random vari-
ables with the same distribution whose mean is E[P ] and its SCV is C2

B . More-
over, λ denotes the interarrival rate of packets, such that λ = E[rj+1 − rj ])−1.
It has also been assumed that the value of λ increases with the number of IoT
devices M that are connected to the IoT gateway, and the system will oper-
ate under variable λ (or M) but under stable conditions, i.e. λE[P ] < 1. Also,
let C2

A denote the SCV of interarrival times of packets. Then, C2
B and C2

A are
respectively defined as

C2
B =

E[P 2]
(E[P ])2

− 1, and C2
A =

E[(rj+1 − rj)2]
(E[rj+1 − rj ])2

− 1. (7)

3.3 Using the Diffusion Approximation:

Last, the diffusion approximation [13,33] has been used in order to determine
the probability that Rj ≤ Δj , denoted by FR(Δ), where Δj = Δ which is
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constant for all packets of all IoT devices. Then, the probability of missing
deadline Π = 1 − FR(Δ).

Subsequently, using the diffusion approximations [19] one obtains the proba-
bility density function of the response time and the probability of missing dead-
line as

fR(t) =
∫ ∞

0

x√
2παt3

e− (x+βt)2

2αt f(x)dx, then Π = 1 −
∫ Δ

0

fR(τ)dτ, (8)

where β = λ − μ, α = λC2
A + μC2

B , μ = 1/E[P ], and f(x) is yielded by the
diffusion model [13].

3.4 Numerical Results Concerning the Diffusion Analysis

Now, the results concerning a publicly available IoT traffic dataset [1] present
how Π varies with C2

A and Δ.
First, Fig. 1 displays log10(Π) for λ = 0.8 and C2

B = 1 and different values of
Δ and C2

A. Note that the minimum and maximum values of C2
A for the traffic in

the dataset [1] which are 1.6 and 2.18, and the approximate value of C2
A for the

uniform distribution which will be used for the randomization policy in Sect. 3.5,
are shown as vertical bars. The results in this figure show that Π increases with
C2

A and decreases with Δ when λ remains constant.
Then, Fig. 2 presents the values of Π against increasing number of devices

M as well as the corresponding λ and C2
A. The results show that the measured

value of Π, which is the fraction of packets that do not meet their deadlines,
increases as M or corresponding λ increases.

In summary, the results in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 from [19] show that reducing
C2

A significantly increases the probability that any IoT traffic packet meets its
deadline.

3.5 Randomization of Data Generation Times (RGT)

While the results in Sect. 2 show that fast and computationally inexpensive
heuristic algorithms are promising for MAP, the work in [36] develops the RGT
preprocessing algorithm which relieves the traffic load by distributing the gen-
eration times of packets over a scheduling window of duration of Tsch.

In RGT, rj is updated by adding to it an offset which is a uniformly dis-
tributed random variable (Recall that C2

A = 1/3 for uniform distribution which
is shown to be significantly lower than the minimum value in the dataset) as

rnew
j ← rj + U [Δj − Sj ] (9)

where Sj is a safety delay that limits the upper bound of rnew
j such that 0 ≤

Sj ≤ Δj which indicates the maximum randomization and Sj = Δj indicates
that there is no randomization.
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Fig. 1. We show the probability of missing the deadline (y-axis) in logarithmic scale
(to the base ten), estimated with the diffusion approximation. We see that it increases
significantly as C2

A increases and when the deadline Δ measured in slots decreases, for
a fixed but high value of the arrival rate λ = 0.8. The average service rate μ and the
SCV of service time C2

B are both fixed to 1.

Then, in [36] the value of Sj was selected by using queueing theory [17,23]
as:

Sj ≈ min[ pj +
E[P ]
1
ρ − 1

, Δj ], (10)

where E[P ] is the average processing time, and ρ = λE[P ].

3.6 Experimental Results Concerning RGT

We now review the performance evaluation of RGT for two known heuristic
scheduling algorithms, Priority based on Average Load (PAL) [39] and non-
preemptive version of Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [26], where PAL enhanced
with RGT is called R-PAL and EDF enhanced with RGT is called R-EDF. The
performance evaluation is performed on the publicly available dataset [1] with
respect to each of throughput η and fraction of successfully delivered bursts ζ
metrics. Also, the performances of R-PAL and R-EDF are compared with the
upper bound performances, where Sj = γΔj and exhaustively search for the
value of γ in the range [0, 1] with increments of 0.05 to maximize each of η and
ζ.

Accordingly, Fig. 3 displays the comparison of R-PAL and R-EDF with the
upper bounds of those as well as PAL and EDF heuristics for η and ζ. The results
in this figure show that RGT preprocessing significantly improves the throughput
performance of each heuristic while the fraction of successfully delivered bursts
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Fig. 2. The probability of missing the deadline (y-axis) in logarithmic scale (to the
base ten) estimated with the diffusion approximation, using the traffic statistics of the
real dataset of [1], is plotted against the number of IoT devices M (x-axis) that are
being used. Note that each value of M corresponds to specific measured values of λ
and C2

A shown along the x − axis.

remains the same. Furthermore, the results in Fig. 3 (top) show that the R-PAL
and R-EDF significantly outperform the original versions of the heuristics PAL
and EDF for a higher number of devices while both R-PAL and R-EDF are able
to achieve almost the same throughput with their upper bounds. On the other
hand, in Fig. 3 (bottom), one sees that ζ is almost the same for the enhanced
heuristics (R-PAL and R-EDF) and the original heuristics (PAL and EDF).

3.7 The Quasi-Deterministic Transmission Policy (QDTP)

As the diffusion analysis that is discussed in Sect. 3.4 suggests, minimizing the
SCV of interarrival times of traffic packets, C2

A, reduces the probability of missing
deadlines of those packets. Accordingly, in [19] a “Quasi-Deterministic Trans-
mission Policy” (QDTP) is developed to minimize the probability of missing
deadlines Π by setting almost all of the intertransmission times to a constant
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the upper bound R-PAL, R-PAL, PAL and the upper bound
R-EDF, R-EDF, EDF algorithms for 12 to 6400 devices with respect to η (top) and ζ
(bottom)

D so as to reduce the value of C2
A. In QDTP whose pseudo-code is presented in

Algorithm 1, D = 1
λ , where λ is the interarrival time of burst generation times.

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code QDTP

n = 1;
tn = an;
for n ∈ {2, . . . , N} do

if an ≤ tn−1 + D then
tn = an−1 + D;

else
tn = an;

end
end

For the practical application of QDTP, the generation times of the packets
must be known in advance, similar to other predictive protocols. While advanced
knowledge of the λ value is required, it can be easily calculated based on the cre-
ation times of the packages. Also, each IoT device must be informed of the time
slot reserved for transmission of a packet created by that device before the start
of the reserved slot. For this purpose, information regarding channels reserved
for transmission permissions will be sent to devices via the downlink channel.
Therefore, the communication channel must be bidirectional or individual IoT
devices must also have the ability to detect the channel.
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3.8 Experimental Results Concerning QDTP

We now examine the performance evaluation of QDTP on the same dataset [1]
used for the evaluation of RGT. On the other hand, the bits are now packetized
as IP packets, where the 21 − Byte headers (similar to the header size in LoRa-
WAN) are followed by the payload, which is the bits in a burst. In addition,
considering the effective data transmission rate of LoRa-WAN in free space is
5400 bit/s [54], the transmission time for the average packet length in the dataset
is 33.33 ms.

Figure 4 presents the SCV of interarrival times of packets, C2
A, for both the

original generation times in the dataset and the transmission time determined
via QDTP. The results in this figure show that C2

A is significantly reduced for
all values of M when QDTP is used to schedule packet transmissions.

Figure 5 displays the comparison between the performance of QDTP and
that of original generation times in the dataset with respect to the base 10 of
the (empirically measured) probability Π that the deadline is missed for different
values of deadline Δ. In this figure, we see that Π is reduced to practically zero
for Δ ≥ 5 when QDTP is used. On the other hand, when QDTP is not used
(i.e. packets are transmitted when they are generated), Π increases with M and
approaches 1.

Fig. 4. Measurements of the SCV of interarrival times, both for the raw IoT data from
[1], and for the same data using QDTP, for a varying number of active IoT devices M .
We observe that QDTP has substantially reduced the empirically measured SCV C2

A,
reducing it to zero for all the distinct numbers of devices M in the dataset of [1].
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Fig. 5. We compare the logarithm to the base 10 of the (empirically measured) prob-
ability Π that the deadline is missed under both the raw dataset of [1] and under
the case where the QDTP is used with the same dataset for values of the deadline
Δ ∈ {2, 5, 10, 20}.

4 Conclusions

The MAP, which can occur when a massive number of devices attempt the access
a single gateway, is one of the most significant challenges for future IoT networks.
Due to a high latency during the transmissions of data packets caused by MAP,
the deadlines for delay-critical applications can be missed. Much work has been
conducted in recent years to address this problem.

This paper reviews the work on reactive and proactive approaches to MAP,
showing that methods based on proactive (i.e., predictive) techniques are a highly
promising avenue to mitigate MAP. The observations of the most recent research
results can be recapitulated with the following remarks:

1. The diffusion analysis proposed in [19] for the probability of missed dead-
lines in MAP shows that the latency requirements of IoT devices can be met
in networks with a massive number of devices by reducing the SCV of the
interarrival times of packets.

2. The Randomization of Generation Times (RGT) preprocessing algorithm
proposed by [36] significantly improves the performance of fast scheduling
heuristics by randomizing generation time of packets with uniform distribu-
tion yielding an inter-arrival time SCV of close to 1/3.

3. The Quasi-Deterministic Transmission Policy (QDTP) [25] meets the dead-
lines of almost all packets for up to 6400 IoT devices by reducing the queue
length at IoT gateways to nearly zero, and the SCV of packet inter-arival
times is also brought down to nearly zero.
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